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ssairflies
publicof China.

Start practicing.

Ihe 27,000 shareholders and 14,m0 employees of Swissair believe that the more you krow about travel, the better it is for you And us

Any mail for me?
w6 yciu m6i yciu x\n?
*Hi9A{=?

Come in, please.
qing ln ldi.
ifi i! *.

A little more please.
qing zdi lii yl diin dr.
iE tri * - ,H, .lL.

A table for two please
w6 ydo liitng gb zio wdi.
1v.4 ffi ttr {n.
The menu please.
qing gdi w6 yt fdn cdi dan
ia t" 1\ -1, + +"

Rice, beef, pork, vegetable.
hn,nii rdu,zhD rdu, qTngcdi
Ifr,+ rx, ft 6, H *.

The check please.
qing ni bit zhing ddn gdi wb
i# {fifl frk 4 tt 1t"

It was very good.
hdn hio.
'tR tl"

ffi)ry

My size in America is. .

w6 dd mdi gub &t xido sh)

{t6!*E*,I.8.

o*;y t

lin delighted to have this chance to meet you.
w6 hdn xi huan yriu jr hu) rbn shi nin.
+I lR E /^ E ttL A il ill I3r.

What is your name, sir?
xiin shing nin gu) xing?

+. +, llt fr fr.?
I like yourcountry.
w6 hdn xi hulan nin di gub jia.
4Y. lR g. /^ !:s: trt 6 *"

Do you speak English?

nin shub yng yl mA?

l',tj; iti 4 iE L9 ?

This is my first time here.
zhd sfi w6 di yT ci ddo zhd 6r l;ii?
B E ,X H-k rtl ts.,1 *.

To your health.
zhi nin jibn kang
tE /,h fi.C E.

Thank you, I had a wonderful time
xid xib wd wdn d6 hdn yi kudi
it{ iar, {k fi t+ 1E ifi 1A.

t-na-,rrrroort *a l

Please call me at seven in the morning.
qing nt zaio shhng qt diin zh:ong jiio wd
iE ffi+ t t,H t+ !+it.

I want a room for a week.
wo yao yt 8e tanq ltan 7hu yt xtng qt.
1\*-+E l"l f+-EE€"
Here is my passport.
zhd shi wd dE hil zhio.
tsE+TEllF fla.

ta

I would like to buy this.
w6 yab mdi zhd 961t4Xilt"
I am just looking around.
w6 zhi shi kin kbn
4\REEE"

lwill take itwith me
w6 yab dzii zhd 96.
{i*Hilt.

Show me porcelain, please
qing ni gdi w6 k|n khn ci q't

lH lb ,; 1\ A E A#"

f-ffi6ffi-)ry

Where is the train to Nanking?
qi ndn jng dE hub chE zdi nA 6r?
*ffi HF!^ +ltffi)L2
I want to seethe CreatWall
w6 ydo cdn gu-an ching ch6ng
ti,4I A K tr"

Taxi.

fi chdng che
it fr +"
Take me to the airport, please.
qing ni sbng w6 qi fei jt ching.
ie {fi iE 4t * -\ ilL rk.

For details see
your travel agent,
or Swissair.

Swissair has weeklv fliehs from
Zurich to Peking and Shanghai. Wth
connections from New York, Chicago,
Boston, Toronto, or Montreal And
Swissairt worldwide network includes
88 cities in 62 countries on 5 continents.

Once your application for travel has
been approved by the Chinese authori-
ties, Swissair hopes this phrase guide will
help make your trip
more enjoyable.

Xq lo pnufthlbn of theChiffi phorelic alphabel. The Pinyin sy{em, a phonetic alphabel ulilizinSwslern characteE, ts in us€ lhrou8houl China

Q is prcnounced as lhe ch in ghe/X ar lhe sh in tsrzh a5 rhe j in judse/A as lh€ a in EIhe/Oas rh€ aw in ,ry/E a, lhe er in hq/l ar lhe e in 5e/Uas lhe u in qde/C as lhe l! in hals
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OCTOBER FILMS Presents
"Breaking with Old ldeas," a feature
length film from the People's Repub-
lic of China. English subtitles by OC-
TOBER FILMS.

"As a glimpse of the new China
it's the latest word."

Roger Ebert
CHICAGO SUN.TIMES

"...strangely moving at times...
The film offers an oPportunity to
glimpse what it's reallY like in
China today..."

Nora TaYIor
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

MONITOR

"...raises profound questions
about such things as education, Po-
Iitics, and ideologY...in a most
straightforward way... "

Bruce McCabe
BOSTON GLOBE

"...the film has alreadY attrac-
ted interest in Louisville's schools,
factories and communities."

LOUISVILLE DEFENDER

Additional films from the PRC
with English subtitles will be avai-
lable later this year, including"Fiery
Years."
For further information, write to:

OCTOBER FILMS
BOX 5690

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680

or call:
(3t2) 427-2210
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USCPFA News

Veneris Tour Beginning in October 1976,
locals arotrnd the country were privileged to
play host to a very special guest: Jim Veneris,
Korean War POW and one of a handful of
Americans who chose to go to China after
the war. On a six-month leave of absence

frorn the Chinese factory where he works,
this was Jim's first trip back to the U.S. to
visit relatives and friends.

Jim agreed to tour USCPFA locals in order
to build friendship between the Chinese and
American people. Although still angry and
amused at the antics of the McCarthyites of
the fifties who labeled him a "turncoat," Jim
feels great respect and affection for the
American people. He modestly disclaimed
any ability as a public speaker, but was in
fact one of the most forceful and engaging
speakers most locals could remember. At
hundreds of meetings and otttreach events
that introduced Jim to Americans from all
walks of life, he was greeted with enthusiasm
and deluged with questions about life in
China. Despite a heavy travel schedule and
severe hoarseness brought on by so much
public speaking, Jim's zest lot bringing the
truth about the People's Republic to the
American people never flagged. TI.re many
friends Jim made in all regions of the country
will be happy to know they can reach l-rim

c/o State Paper Mill, '!(est Branch, Jinan,
Shandong Province, PRC.

A two-part interview with Jim Veneris
begins in this issue.

Providence Jim Veneris spoke at a January
program along with H. K. Chao, a former
political prisoner of the Taiwan regime.
Veneris's descriptionof hislenient treatment
by the People's Republic when he was a

Korean 'War PO'!(, and of his life, work, and
family in China, contrasted dlamatically
with Chao's repolt on the injustice, torture,
and inhuman treatment he suffered under
the Chiang authorities in Taiwan. The talks
helped make clearer the need for normal-
izing U.S.-China relations and putting an

end to American support of the Taiwan
reglme.

St. Louis In mid-November Dr. Benedict
Stavis, research associate at the Center for
International Studies, Cornell University,
gave an informative talk on China's agricul-
ture, "Making Green Revolution: People's

Communes and Rural Development in
China." Also in November, an educational
program at a membership meeting focused
on health care. The panelists were Mark
Selden of 'lTashington University, Dr. Vir-
ginia Larsen, and other USCPFA members

who visited China recently.
At an all-day China Festival in the Central

'West End on December r8, the USCPFA sold
arts and crafts from the PRC, demonstrated
calligraphy and Chinese painting, and
showed slides on women, health care,

national minorities, education, and the
elimination of drugs and prostitution in
China. Felix Greene's film Freedorn

Railuay was shown in the evening, fol-
lowed by a discussion of Chinese-African
relations.

Cincinnati Following up last year's introduc-
tory workshop on China, the Schools Com-
mittee sponsored a two-part workshop in
February on "How to Teach about China,"
with discussions of resource materials and
demonstrations of model lesson plans - a

slide show for elementary school teachers on
"A Day in the Life of a Chinese Child" and
a class on communes for high school
teachers. China is an alternative curriculum
for the sixth grade in the public schools, and

the Social Studies Supervisor at the Board of
Education has expressed interest in seeing a

fully developed lesson sequence.
Also in February, the Schools Committee

presented a China 'S7eek program at a high
school in a working class community, co-
ordinated by one of its members who teaches

there. The following week a China Day was
co-Sponsored by the USCPFA and the Jerrald
Baptist Church at the church in the 'West

End, a working-class Black community. The
day, part of the church's annual Brother-
hood'!7eek, drew children and teenagers
from the local schools along with adults
from the community. AII responded enthusi-
astically to the achievements of new China.

Sarasota A diverse program of activities or-
ganized by ten activists and supported by ro8
members has kept things hopping in western
Florida. Vice-Chairperson Dr. Hal Serrie

headed up a two-day seminar on normal-
ization sponsored by the Unitarian Church.
Several members have written articles for
localpapers onthe Olympics, normalization,
and political oppression in Taiwan. Chapter
secretary Carolyn Money taught two con-
temporary history courses on the People's
Republic for the community education pro-
grams in Charlotte and Sarasota counties.
The state-funded courses began in January
and ran for ten weeks, two hours a week.
China programs have also been taken out to
civic clubs, mobile home parks, schools,
churches, youth groups, professional and
political groups, and private gatherings.
USCPFA members have also contacted the
local Black newspaper, the Housing Author-
ity, and several Black leaders in an effort to
broaden outreach work. The chapter news-
letter keeps loo members and supporters in-
formed of all this activity.

Detroit To familiarize more people with
Nrw CHtNe, the chapter displayed the June
1976 interview with Detroit Judge George

Crockett as part of the USCPFA booth at the
city's annual Far Eastern Riverfront Ethnic
Festival. Judge Crockett is especially well
known in the minority communities. The
display was also included in the USCPFA
booth at the Michigan State Fair in Sep-

tember.
'When Bill Lee of the Boston Red Sox

spoke at the USCPFA Sports for the People

Day, September 18, another NB'w CutNe
display featured the September 1976 tnter-
view with Detroiter Graham Steenhoven.
Mr. Steenhoven, who headed the U.S. Table
Tennis Team that visited China in r97r,
was on the program in person as well. Both
displays have proved useful in outreach
work and now enjoy a permanent place in
the U.S.-China FriendShop which opened in
May ry76 as a USCPFA store/office/meeting
place.
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Austin In August about 4o people attended a

USCPFA program at a library in the Black
community to hear NSC member Bob McFar-
land speak on "How China Solved Its Social
Problems." While turnout from the com-
munity was disappointing, other good con-
tacts were made. USCPFA members are also
trying to make more personal contacts
among workers and minorities in order to
expand outreach.

In October, 85 people came to a program
commemorating Mao Tsetung that featured
a brief account of his life and lively analyses
of four of his essays. Two USCPFA members
also appeared on local TV programs to dis-
cuss the significance of Mao's life.

Buffalo The chapter sent the following poem
written by steelworker Ken Bellett. He read it
at a memorial service for Mao Tsetung in
September.

The Struggle of Mao

A selfish thought was f oreign
to Mao Tsetung's great mind,
He worked and struggled all his days

for the lreedom ol mankind,

And neuer ceased to labor
from tbe moment of his birth.
The only lorce which made him rest
is the lorce tbat spins the earth.

He struggled to establisb
tbe unity of the masses,

For in unity is our power
to destroy the ruling classes.

The *-orks of Marx andLenin
andthe works of Chairman Mao
Haue giuen us our weapons -
we know bow to figbt bach nou.

Tbey neuer looked lor glory
and neuer cared lor fame,
So the only true memorial
is in struggling in their name.

So we'll carry on the struggle
that these gredt men left behind,
And we work-ers, all united,
will win lreedom for mankind.

Chicago With some chapters already looking
ahead to next year's National Day celebra-
tions, Chicago's U.S.-China Friendship Day
at Malcolm X Junior College last October
deserves another mention. Besides present-
ing some of the works of Mao Tsetung and
the workers and peasants of China in poetry,
prose, and song, the day included excellent
child care and a children's program that
combined education and entertainment.
Older children performed the playlet "Little
Colt" (see Nnw CrnNa, Fall 1975) for the
younger ones, and the puppet show of the
children's story "Little Sisters of the Grass-

land" was performed twice, to the delight of
kids and grownups alike. Other highlights
of this ambitious day were small-group
educationals and discussions, a bazaar, a

Chinese dinner, an evening cultural program,
and the new 6lm on Tibet, Tbe Sun Rises
Ouer Lhasa.

More recent Chicago activities include an
exhibit of photos, literature, and gift items
from China at the mall in suburban Oak
Park on two Saturdays; talks by USCPFA
members at high schools, senior citizens'
centers, and community centers; and a week-
long series of classes at Farragut High School
on "Values and Beliefs in China."

Philadelphia In February Philadelphia began
an intensive outreach program with a 6lm
series at more than ten locations - churches,
senior citizens' centers, Chinatown, com-
munity centers, and universities. Co-spon-
sors included BIack community groups,
churches, and overseas Chinese groups.

A four-part series on health care at the
chapter of6ce brought a good turnout, in-
cluding alarge number of newcomers to the
Association. Working with church and com-
munity groups, the chapter also presented a

big public program on normalization to
commemorate the signing of the Shanghai
Communique and the Taiwan February z8th
Uprising.

New York City The Health Care and Pro-
gram Committees put on a China program
at a Conference on the New York City
Health Care Crisis, December rr. Eighty
people stayed through their lunch break to
watch Joshua Horn's fiLm Away'With All
Pests,and a lively discussion of the Chinese
people's health care struggles ensued. A
photo display and literature table also attrac-
ted lots of visitors.

Metropolitan New Jersey A number of
activities have been held during the last
several months in the cities where members
live. In the fall, films about sports and educa-
tion in China were shown to a meeting of a
city-wide coalition of child care workers in
Newark. Jim Veneris spoke at the Friends
Meeting House in Plainsfield, and a "Friend-
ship Festival" was held in East Orange
around the time of China's National Day,
with a sale of Chinese products and litera-
ture, a photo exhibit (courtesy New York
City USCPFA), and a slide show by Ed and
Lucy Bell, who were in China last summer
on a tour by'lforld'!Var II veterans who had
served in China. Educationals at member-
ship meetings have included discussions
about the "gang of four" and the question of
normalization and Taiwan.

Koji Ariyoshi, an at-large member of the
National Steering Committee, founder and

Traveling to the People's
Republic of China ?

lf you or your group has
been fortunate enough to
receive an invitation to
the People's Republic of
China, Focus on Travel can
be of assistance to you.

Focus on Travel has
planned many successful
group trips throughout the
world, and to New Ghina.
We welcome the opportunity
to meet with you and Your
group to discuss requirements,
itineraries, points of
interest, and stopovers.

The success of any trip,
regardless of its destination,
depends upon planning and
preparation. Contact us!
We are prepared to insure
that success by providing
experienced, thoughtful
services.

FOCUS ON TRAVEL
11-16 154th St.
Whitestone, N.Y. 11357 ,

Telephone : (2121 766-5455
Collect calls accepted.

Shun Lee Palace
Restaurant

Exquisite Szechuan and
Mandarin Cuisine

ln a charming atmosphere .

with impeccable servico

155 East 55 Street
New York City
12121 371-8844
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president of the Honolulu USCPFA, and
among the 6rst to take up the cause of
building friendship between the Chinese
and American peoples, died October 23,
t976, alter a valiant battle against cancer.

Ariyoshi was the son of contract laborers
from Japan who became small coffee farm-
ers. '\)V'ork on the Honolulu docks enabled
him to study at the University of Hawaii,
from which he graduated in r94r. He studied
journalism lor a year at the University of
Georgia and later put this craft to the ser-
vice of workers, editing for ten years a

weekly union-oriented newspaper.
After Pearl Harbor was attacked, he was

incarcerated in Manzanar Relocation Cen-
ter with other Americans of Japanese
extractlon.

He volunteered for the Army and in
October 1944was assigned to Dixie Mission
duties in Yan'an, the base of the Chinese
Communists where he met many of the
Revolution's leaders, including Mao Tse-
tung and Chou EnJai. His stories and slides
of his Yan'an stay were features of the last
two USCPFA conventions and inspired
many in the work of building U.S.-China
peoples' friendship.

(Adapted, with permission, hom China
andUs.)

Minorities Conference At the second Na-
tional USCPFA Convention in Chicago,
r975, two national priorities were set: one,
to educate the American people about Tai-
wan and normalization of relations between
the U.S. and China; two, to reach out beyond
our present constituency into working class
and minority communities and involve them
more in USCPFA activities and positions of
leadership.

At the third National Convention in Phila-
delphia, t976, a National Minority Caucus
formed and sent representatives to a'Western
Regional Minorities Conference held at
Ghost Ranch, New Mexico, in October. The
conference's purpose was defined by its or-
ganizers: "to be a tool in implementing the
national priority. of outreach to minorities
and the working class,. . . to develop recom-
mendations regarding approach to minority
communities, . . . and to develop concrete
proposals such as implementation of tour
guidelines of resolution 5A" (passed at the
1976 USCPFA National Convention and
requiring every USCPFA tour to include a

minimum of two minority and two working
class members).

Forty-five people attended the Ghost
Ranch conference and contributed a valuable
perspective on the importance of doing
minority outreach. In the summation they
pointed out that the USCPFA, an American
people's organization, was intended to be
broad-based and made up of all strata of the
American people. Yet right now it was in
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fact predominantly white middle class. To
achieve its goals it therefore needed to 6x
priorities to help it change.

Vhile all Americans benefit from educa-
tion and information about socialist China,
minorities in particular would have a special
interest in China because of its progressive
policy toward its 54 national minorities a;rd
effective handling of social problems such as

drugs, crime, unemployment, and inade-
quate health care.

Many Americans suffer from misconcep-
tions about China born of long years of
limited contact and anti-communist propa-
ganda. The conference participants agreed
there were additional obstacles in building
U.S.-China people's friendship among mino-
rities. General outreach efforts often do not
surmount the barriers of physical and social
isolation of American minority communities,
and there are differences among communi-
ties as to appropriate place, time, and man-
ner or method of presentation of programs.

Everyone believed that including more
minorities on USCPFA tours to China was
an essential part of increased minority in-
volvement in the Association. The ability of
Black civil rights activists like Unita Black-
well Wright and Detroit Judge George
Crockett to inspire both minority and general
audiences by their accounts of visits to China
was cited as an example.

Some delegates who had been to China on
USCPFA tours mentioned how impressed
they were to find the Chinese so well in-
formed on minority struggles and experi-
ences in the U.S. - "much more so than we
were about Chinar" said one person. "One
of our guides talked to me for several hours
about the United Farmworkers' st;ike in
California - and in Spanish, too!"

Delegates resolved to help carry out the
resolution to increase numbers of minorities
on tours by publicizing the availability of
tours to acquaintances and by enlarging con-
tacts with minority organizations. The con-
{erence also recommended that USCPFA
locals should appoint a minority member to
tour selection committees.

A secondary function of the conference,
"to develop guidelines for education work
around racism in the Association," was seen
as especially important with respect to tours.
As one returned traveler put it, "the pace,
new environment, and group traveling situ-
ation can get people tired and irritated;
things come out that can ruin people's
experiences on a tour." Travel orientations
in which the question of racism was dis-
cussed have helped to clear the air and
"prepare travelers to show each other the
same equal respect that the Chinese show
to each other and to all of us," one delegate
said. Having more than one minority dele-
gate on every tour also helps prevent
minorities' feeling isolated and out of place.

The need to reach more working class
people was also discussed. China, a country
where workers are in command, could not
but interest the millions of American wor-
kers, yet the USCPFA has barely scratched
the surface in reaching them. The Minorities
Conference resolved to take the lead in in-
volving more workers, including minority
workers, in friendship work. The partici-
pants left Ghost Ranch invigorated and more
committed to carrying out the USCPFA
national priority to do outreach to workers
and minorities. For more information, con-
tact James Hsu, National Minority Caucus
Coordinator, c/o USCPFA, San Francisco.

Debbie Davison
Berkeley, Calif.

Letters

I see Nn.v CsINe all around me at the Stan-
ford and Berkeleycampuses and lots of non-
academic bookstores. And what's more,
people are reading it and are conversant
with the issues. I enjoy it a lot too, and am
surprised at a magazine on the left being so

readable. I do, however, join with those
readers who have written to the magazine
suggesting that the tone of the articles should
be more critical - i.e., dealing with problems
that are still not "happily" solved and relat-
ing a more ('!Testern-style) realistic approach.

Diane Ostrofsky
Palo Alto, Calif.

The last two issues of Nrrv CHINI were
excellent. It seems as though some subtle
but to me important changes have occurred.
There is less of an insipid National Geo-
graphicwriting slant and more informational
articles phrased in strong clear language.

Whatever it is that you are doing, keep it up.
Skip Hibbard
Denver, Colo.

As members of the National Acrivist Tour
we read with interest the article "Incident at
Tian an Men" [December ry76] written by
three members of our group. The article did
an excellent job of summartztng the events
that we all witnessed, However, the article
should have stopped there. The section en-
titled "Cultural Revolution Deepens" is; in
effect, an editorial, and we question the
friendship value of it. The 6nal paragraph
gives the misleading impression to the
readers that none of us met or had any dis-
cussions in China which indicated that there
was still ongoing debate over fundamental
economic and political issues. This is simply
not true. To gloss over this could have very
harmful effects on our credibility and thus
damage friendship work.



Members of study tours must guard
against the feeling that they are experts on
current events in China after a three-week
tour. \(e are invited guests and {riends and
what we observe are but partial exterior
manifestations of internal conflicts. In the
spirit of friendship we should not impose a
'Western need for instant analysis.

Jan MacKinnon
Phoenix, Ariz.
Craig Justice
Pomona Valley, Calif.
Joel Leidner
Los Angeles, Calif.
Hal Serrie
Sarasota, Fla.

I'd like to comment on the June 1976 issue of
NEv CHINR, which contained articles about
Marine Lt.-Colonel Evans Carlson and
Korean POW Pete Jones.

I'm an ex-Marine and I was trained by one
of Col. Carlson's top NCOs. I also worked
with a man (Recon. Co., First Marine Div.,
Korea, November'52-October'53) who was
a "Raider." They were The Best.

On page 76, Mr. Jones stated he apolo-
gized for fighting against China during the
Korean War. This was and is unnecessary.
The Chinese are intelligent and know we
were the brainwashed ones. If and when I
visit China, I'll shake their hands.

T. G. Rolfes
Cincinatti, Ohio

In response to your questionnaire in the June
1976 issue r.tf Nrrv CmNe, I particularly liked
the article on "People's Justice" because it is
convincing, being written by a progressive
member of the judiciary. I also like all the
articles about Chou En-lai, because they
show, theoretically and practically, social-
rsm rn actlon.

In criticism, I would say that certain
articles from movie stars and entertainers
give a false impression of a "rosy" life in
China. '!7e have to win friends for China,
but not through opportunism.

I would also like to suggest that you print
articles from other friendship organizations
and Chinese news agencies; and, why not,
Chinese comics ?

John Kilborn
Tubingen, West Germany

Please allow me to tell you how much I
enjoyed your June issue. As an American
Black, I was very proud to see four articles
that describe the views of Blacks on China.
Because Black people have suffered oppres-
sion and humiliation like the Chinese people,
they have a great interest in learning the
method the Chinese used in winning political
power, world respect, and dignity. Please

continue using articles reflecting the views of
Native Americans, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos,

For news, views, and reviews
*ON ASIA*

read the

BT]LLtrTIN
OF CONCERNED ASIAN SCHOLARS

A quarterly journal with a focus on
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Little Flags Theatre on National Tour !

Under the artistic direction of Maxine Klein, Little Flags, a

self-sufficient production company of thirteen, presents fully
staged, revolutionary musical theatre:

Fanshen by David Hare, based on the documentary by
William Hinton, is a probing study of the Chinese people's
struggle to stand up and throw off the landlord's yoke.

Tania by Maxine Klein, is the code name of Tamara Bunke,
a revolutionary who fought for the freedom of Latin America
and died with Che Guevara in his last campaign in Bolivia.

The Furies of Mother Jones, a world premiere, a

theatrical surreal rendering of labor struggles; the revolution
here, now, and to come in the U.S. of lmperialist A.

This season, "Fanshen" and "Tania" played to capacity
audiences, rave reviews and more than twenty cities across the
nation. To see these and other revolutionary theatre events in
your area during the 1977-78 National Tour, contact:

Little Flags Theatre
Boston Center for the Arts
551 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 021 16

and Blacks on the People's Republic of
China.

Bradley M. Polk
Los Angeles, Calif.

I am extremely disappointed with your
magazrne.

If you wish to use NE'w CutNe as a tool for
making friends in the U.S., may I suggest
that you include some facts and statistics
from which certain conclusions can be de-
duced. The propaganda which you've been
printing is offensive. I'd like to know what's
going on in the People's Republic and your
magazine does not satisfy that purpose. I
cannot recommend your periodical to any-
one with serious interest.

G. E. Garland
New York, N.Y.

May I offer a commentary on Chieu Chang's
article, "Private Cars ?.Who Needs 'Em!" in
the September 1976 iss-ue of Nrrv CHtNe ?

Like the writer, I made two short trips to
the People's Republic, and was both sur-
prised and pleased at the almost total absence
of private cars there. The Chinese people are

visibly healthier for their use of bicycles and
their own feet for getting around.

But while China is definitely on the right
track in its emphasis on people-oriented
mass public transportation and urban plan-
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ning methods, the abovementioned report
glosses over some very real problems.

The level of tralfic noise in China is in-
tolerable. In their battle for the right of way
with pedestrians ahd cyclists; buses and
trucks never let up on blaring their horns.
Since there is no physical separation of bikes
and buses, the persistent use of horns is in-
evitable and absolutely necessary to avoid
accidents.

While the injury and death rates from
motor accidents in China are not even com-
parable with the slaughter in the U.S., never-
theless injuries and deaths do occur from
human error, poor traffic patterns, and un-
necessary speeding. Bus and truck drivers
constantly come within inches of cyclists and
pedestrians, at speeds up to 40 miles an
hour. There seem to be no speed limits on
motor vehicles, or regulations on overtaking
and passing other vehicles or on making
turns into oncoming traffic. Regulations
prohibiting two on a bike are grossly ig-
nored, and jaywalking is as common as in
New York City.

In addition, another recent visitor to China
noted that the train accommodations are
very comfortable, and I agree: the ride on a
Chinese pullman is smooth, the food exiel-
lent, and the compartments with their flower-
pots, doilies, and jugs of hot tea ate a rare

treat. But on these same pullmans the aver-
age citizen travels in three-tiered open bunks
and hangs out in the aisles. Men, women,
and children are bunched up almost as

badly as on a New York subway. It was em-

barrassing for at least some of us "first-
class" passengers to walk through this type
of car on the way to a fabulous ineal in the
dining car.

The production of motor equipment in
China is increasing. The use of passenger

cars for government and taxi service is
growing Motor bikes are now on sale in
department stores and a few are in evidence
in the streets. \iilith Mao's egalitarian con-
cepts and socialist planning, it is not likely
that China will ever waste its resources in
consumerism as in the U.S. or the Soviet
Union. But problems and contradictions
they do have, and they should not be glossed

over by their friends.
Oliver Leeds
Brooklyn, N.Y.

!7e would like to take this opportunity to
express our sincerest thanks for your excel-
lent periodical. In an age where the very
media which should assist us in understand-
ing different peoples present us with such
distorted images of reality, it is an unbeliev-
able pleasure to come across a magazine



which is countering this "brainwashing." Chinese people to cope with natural
You really deserve the highest praise. Please disasters.
keep it up !

1il7e shall do our best to circulate our copies
as widely as possiblel

Jocelyn and Anthony Lewis
New Plymouth, New Zealand

Letters ro Nnw CrtNe, baue been excerpted
for publication.

Peking Tent City

" Being afraid will neither stop an earth quake
from bappening nor help us to deal uitb one
if it does bappen."

So spoke an interpreter to zz USCPFA
actiuists from tbe southerh United States as
they arriued in Peking iust tbree days after
the big quake had struck tbe area. He was
calming their natural anxieties and explain-
ing the precautions being taken to protect
them.

Tbe southern group, representing rz
USCPFA locals, had leh tbe quake ubile
uisiting Shenyang, z5o miles nortbeast ol
the epicenter. On reaching Peking, they en-
countered some unusual and generally
unreported aspects ol the ability of tbe

Arrangements had been made for our group
to live in tents on the grounds of the Cultural
Palace for the Laboring People, within the
"Forbidden City." The atmosphere in this
"tent city" was calm and relaxed. Rows of
army tents were neatly pitched under tall
cedars, with cloth-covered tables con-
veniently placed between the rows. There
was a lvell-stocked 6rst aid station and an
efficient mobile toilet facility. In each tent
were seven or eight cots made up with sheets
and blankets. '!7ater {aucets were installed
at the end of each lane.

Down our stone-paved "street" was a
large table where beer, wine, and soft
drinks were available, and some of our group
were quite excited at the sight of ice cream
being served.

Throughout Peking we had seen the
phenomenal appearance of a multitude of
tent cities, with nearly the entire populace
moved outdoors. The makeshift shelters
were of canvas, mats, quilts, and brightly
colored vinyl strung on bamboo poles, trees,
lamp posts, and fences. People were going
about their normal activities, but with one
major adjustment: all were on the alert for
any new earthquakes.

'When our interpreters were assured of our
well-being, they went off to their homes ro
visit families they hadn't seen since the
quake hit, although they had received word
that all was well. On their return we heard
some of their stories.

One family was installed on the grounds
of the office building where some of them
worked, along with other staff families.
They were living and eating quite satis-
factorily. In fact, the cooks were outdoing
themselves in the kitchen of a neighboring
office. They were preparing vastly more
meals than they were accustomed to, but
were regarding their work in a new light -
the food must be more plentiful and of the
highest quality so the people would be

strengthened for the crisis.
Another interpreter told us that her hus-

band, even though ill with a kidney ailnient,
had helped other families set up and move
into their shelters. The child of still another
was reported to be positively enjoying his
new camplng expenence.

For us, one of the striking aspects of the
mobilization was the absence of looting.
People had left their homes vacant and were
now leaving their shelters unattended as they
went off to work or school or market. Yet
we saw no increase in the numbir of police or
army personnel. The same factors that keep

COMING IN THE FALL ISSUE OF NEW CHINA!

INTERVIEW WITH DAZHAI LEADER CHEN YONG-GUI, PART II_WILLIAM HINTON
The second part of this series of interviews focuses on the intense struggles during the
period from 1953 to 1956 among the peasants of Dazhai over how to make the transition
from mutual aid to higher forms of co-operation and collective ownership of land and draft
animals. Chen Yong-gui, then the leading Communist Party member of Dazhai, provides
vivid, concrete illustrations of what the socialist transformation of agriculture is like in
practice, how the contradictions and conflicts among different strata of peasants were re-
solved through struggles, and how Chen Yong-gui viewed his own role in changing the
method of distribution from one based on land ownership to one based on work.

INTERVIEW WITH JIM VENERIS, PART II
Many lively anecdotes and concrete details of Jim's family and work life in China since he
chose to live there after the Korean War. The American former POW talks about Chinese
attitudes toward Americans, how he first met his wife, what it's like to work in a Chinese
factory, and how he received a "Ph.D."
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crime low in China in normal times clearly
extended to this crisis situation as well:
growing economic equality and eliminating
the class basis for crime mean that the people
look out for each other's interests on the
principle of "serve the people."

Self-policing was in operation during the
earthquake mobilization. We learned of
signs warning that a handful of "bad ele-
ments" might be on the loose. People were
urged to be vigilant, and apparently they
were, for we heard of no instances of looting
and encountered only a spirit of confidence
and unity.

On our last day in Peking, we were able to
learn how the mobilization had been accom-
plished so swiftly and smoothly. The key to
the people's impressive response was educa-
tion and organization. From pre-school on,
the Chinese are taught that natural disasters
can strike any place, any time, and they learn
what to do if that happens. Emphasis is put
on preparedness, self-reliance, and coopera-
tion to overcome difficulties.

Political organization provides the chan-
nels for quick and effective action and dis-
semination of information. In the quake
emergency, for example, it took only half an
hour from the time a new warning was
issued by geologists for the entire city of
Peking to respond. All gas, water, and
electricity were immediately shut off to pre-
vent fires, explosions, and water contamina-
tion. \ffith the Central Committee of the
Communist Party at its center, the communi-
cations network speedily passed information
through the provincial, municipal, and dis-
trict Revolutionary Committees to factories,
communes, army units, hospitals, and neigh-
borhood Revolutionary Committees. This
organization, built from the grassroots up,
offers the strongest basis for fast and unified
actlon.

An officer of the Chinese People's Associ-
ation for Friendship with Foreign Countries,
who gave us details about the mobilization,
said that even though "we are not so used to
earthquakes in Peking," the combination of
preparedness and organization carried the
people through the crisis and fortified them
with confidence in the face of tragedy.

As we left the People's Republic, we noted
that most of the'l7estern press was publish-
ing sensational reports about the damage,
fear, and suffering the earthquake was
causing the Chinese people. To us, this
reporting did not give an accurate picture. In
China, the news was not the earthquake -
everyone knew about that. The news was
how all the people were throwing themselves
into the struggle to save lives, rebuild
damaged areas, and conquer the disaster.

Mike Dobbins
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Irene Evans
Sarasota, Fla.

One Ghina

(1) Mike Mansfield's Stand

Mike Mansfield, u.,ho recently retired as

U.S. Senator from Montana and Senate
Maiority Leader,.returned lrom his sixth
uisit to China in October ry76. It was his
third uisit since tbe signing ol the Shanghai
Communique in 1972.

ln China Enters the Post-Mao Era: A
Report to the Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions, United States Senate (W'a shington :U .5.
Gouernment Printing Office, Nouember
ry76), Mansfield urges the U.S. gouernment
to seebnormalization of diplomatic relations
with the People's Republic of China (PRC)
on the basis of the Shanghai Communique.
Wbile a number of top U.S. political figures
baue come out for "friendship with tbe
PRC," thus f ar only Mansfield bas deab with
tlte Taiwan question firmly, underscoring
the Cbinese principle: "Taiwan is a part of
China and wben and how it will be absorbed
into the life of the mainland is an internal
affair" (p. il. He points out that the U.S.
presefi.ce on Taiwan is the main obstacle to
normalization.

The lollowing excerpts are from a section
entitled "Taiwan: Untying the Gordian
Knot." Footnotes are omitted.

For otber Nr'w Cnwe articles on U.S.-
Cbina relations, see "One Cbina: Taiwan
andU.S.-CbinaRelations" (Yol. t, No. z);
"One China: The Road Ahead" by Paul
T. K. Lin (Yol. r, No. j),' "Floriwan: A
Fable for Our Times" by John S. Seruice
(V ol. r,No. +),' "\W hy China Inuited Nixon"
by FrankKehl (Vol. z, No. z).

There is only one obstacle to normalization.
It derives from the events of 1949 when the
forces led by Mao Tsetung drove Chiang
Kai-shek from the mainland to the offshore
island of Taiwan. In the final years of that
civil war the United States poured $z billion
of aid into a doomed cause. It was an inter-
vention in China's civil war and it persists
today through continuing U.S. recognition
of the Republic of China on Taiwan,
through the furnishing of that government
with military advice and arms, through the
conduct of joint maneuvers with its armed
forces, and through many ties between the
American and the Nationalist governments
which are designed to preserve Taiwan as

an entity separate from the Chinese main-
land.

Time has proven that the justification
presented to Congress for the defense treaty
[signed in 1954] with the Nationalist regime
was based on a distorted view not only of
America's long-range interests in the Far
Ehst but also of the nature of the People's



Republic of China. America's security was
not involved in the future of Taiwan. The
specter of political consequences at home,
not military probabilities abroad, was the
prime factor in distorring United States
policy toward the Chinese civil war and in
subsequently consolidating the distortions.

Concerning the Taiwan question, the
Shanghai Communique stated:

"The Chinese side reaffirmed its position:
The Taiwan question is the crucial question
obstructing the normalization of relations
between China and the United States;-the
Government of the People's Republic of
China is the sole legal government of China;
Taiwan is a province of China which has
long been returned to the motherland; the
liberation of Taiwan is China's internal
affair in which no other country has the right
to interfere; and all U.S. forces and military
installations must be withdrawn from Tai-
wan. The Chinese Government firmly op-
poses any activities which aim at the creation
of 'one China, one Taiwan,' 'one China, two
governments,"two Chinas,' an'independent
Taiwan' or advocate that'the status of Tai-
wan remains to be determined.'

"The U.S. side declared: Thetlnited States
acknowledges that all Cbinese on eitber side
of theTaiuan Strait maintaintbere is but one
China and tbat Taiwan is part of China. The
United States Gouernment does not cbal-
lenge tbat position.It reaffirms its interest in
a peaceful settlement of the Taiwan question
by the Chinese themselves. 'With this prospect
in mind, it affirms the ultimate objective of
the withdrawal of all U.S. forces and military
installations from Taiwan. In the meantime,
it will progressively reduce its forces and
military installations on Taiwan as the ten-
sion in the area diminishes." (Italics supplied
lby Mansfieldl.)

Although the number of U.S. military per-
sonnel has been reduced substantially since
t972, there are still some 2,ooo American
servicemen stationed on Taiwan, including a

military advisory group. Only this year the
remaining U.S. military advisers were with-
drawn from Quemoy and Matsu, islands not
covered by the security treaty. The Indo-
china war, the "tension in the area," to which
the language in the Shanghai Communique
referred, is long since over. The bulk of the
remaining American forces on Taiwan are
engaged in activities which, if Americans put
themselves in Chinese shoes, would be con-
sidered intolerable, since the activities are
carried out on China's territory.

United States military involvement with
the Nationalist government through the
supply of military equipment has acceler-
ated since 1972, not lessened. By the end of
the current fiscal year a total of some $r.r
billion in military equipment and materials
will have been provided by the U.S. to the
government on Taiwan since the Shanghai

Communique was issued, $lZ8 million of
that on a grant or credit basis. Additional
military sales of several hundred millions of
dollars are being planned for the ry78 frscal
year.

Official stimulus to economic ries con-
tinues. It is "business as usual" with U.S.
private investments still flowing in, many
protected by U.S. government guarantees
through the Overseas Development Invest-
ment Corporation. Authorizations of direct
loans and guarantees by the U.S. Export-
Import Bank to finance sales to Taiwan
totaled $r.24 billion in the r97z-75 period.
United States firms are engaged in a major
program which will make Taiwan dependent
on nuclear power for half of its energy re-
quirements by the early r98os. No govern-
ment agency has received new policy direc-
tions concerning the adjustment of U.S.
relations with Taiwan in the light of the
Shanghai Communique.

The answer to the Taiwan problem is not
to be found in Peking but in \ilashington. It
is a domestic problem for the United States.
"If this issue is not resolved and is prolonged,
the responsibility is not on our side but on
yours," said one Chinese of6cial. Another
added: "The one who ties a knot must untie
it."

Much of the ambiguity concerning the
Taiwan problem seems to stem from the
hope that with sufficient delay, the problem
will go away. A device in this connection is

the insistence that China renounce the use of
force in regard to Taiwan. As far back as

r955, China was prepared to agree to a joint
statement renouncing the general use of
force to settle disputes with the U.S. but
would not renounce its use specifically
against Taiwan. To appreciate what is in-
volved in the renunciation of force question,
the issue should be examined from the
Chinese perspective. As the Chinese see it,
Taiwan is an integral part of China and, un-
der the Shanghai Communique, the United
States does not dispute this contention.
'While 

there is no reason to assume that the
final withdrawal of U.S. forces will lead to
the use of force against Taiwan by the main-
land, there is also no reason to expect China
to formally renounce its possible use against
whatit regards as a Chinese province. Indeed
to do so would be to cast a doubt on the
validity of its claim to sovereignty over the
island.

(2) Normalization Conference

Members of zo church, sport, academic,
and China-friendship groups gathered in
'W'ashington, D.C., last December to push
for normalized relations between the United
States and China. During two days of listen-
ing to talks, questioning panelists, and
sharing ideas, 38o participants advanced
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their understanding of the issues and tasks
involved in normalization work.

A conference statement passed at the clos_
ing plenary session noted that ..of the issues
between our two countries that still need
resolution, Taiwan is the major one.', It
reiterated the U.S. acknowledgment in the
ry72 Shanghai Communique that ..all Chi_
nese on either'side of the Taiwan Strait main_
tain that there is but one China and that
Taiwan is a part of China.,, It called for a
program of action to fulfill the three pre_
conditions for genuine normalization men-
tioned in the Communique : 

..the withdrawal
of all U.S. military forces and installations
from Taiwan, the abrogation of the mutual
defense treaty with the government of Tai-
wan, and the withdrawal of diplomatic
recognition from that government."

The keynote speaker at the opening ses-
sion, Harvard professor Ross Terrill, said
that ry77 was a crucial year for Sino-Ameri-
can relations. "Like seeds broadcast in
changing weather," he said, ..they may
either grow or wither."

In order for the seeds of normalization to
grow, Terrill pointed out, the U.S. must

hardware have increased, and five new
Nationalist consulates have opened on U.S.
soil.

Terrill refuted a common claim that abro_
gating the murual defense treaty of :'.954
means "abandoning" Taiwan. ..In fact what
it abandons
of China wh
he said. "Tr
and in fact,
treaty signed in r954, the agreement may be
terminated by either party upon one year,s
notlce.

Apanel following Terrill's speech brought
out various positions on the Taiwan ques-
tion. Donald Maclnnis, past director of the
China Program of the National Council of
Churches U.S.A., said many church organ-
izations favor "self-determination,' Ior
Taiwan.

Howard Sollenberger, former director of
the U.S. State Deparrmenr Foreign Language
and Foreign Service Institutes, advised ..new,

creative ways" of maintaining a U.S. pres-
ence in Taiwan, following the ,,Japan for-
mula." (Japanese corporations continued
trade with companies on Taiwan after the
Japanese government broke relations with
the Nationalists and recognized the pRC.)
Sollenberger also emphasized that the U.S.
"is at a point of opportunity" to initiate the
normalization process with China.

Frank Pestana, a Los Angeles Iawyer and

National Chairman of the USCpFA, said
that the "American people have a stake in
normalization occurring as quickly as pos-
sible." He added, "Normalization has been
a long time a-coming; it should be achieved
by next year at the latest." He noted that
"the talk of self-determination is misplaced:
the people of Taiwan are Chinese.,'

The second day of the conference began
with reports on Congressional views toward
normalization. John Holum, legislative aide
to Senator George McGovern (D.-S. Dakota),
said: "The three demands [of the pRC for
genuine normalization] are not difficult to
meet. Nor should we try to extract conces-
sions from the Chinese.'We're simply wrong
- we have been for z7 years."

John Isaacs, legislative aide to Representa-
tive Stephen Solarz (D.-New york), said
normalizing relations with China "is not a
hot issue" in the Congress. He said that
"members of Congress worry about selling
out another ally after Vietnam, and would
like to see security assurances for Taiwan."
To this Holum responded: "I don't think
there can be any formal security arrange-
ments [with the U.S.] - it would be like China
having security arrangements with Texas!"

Both Isaacs and Holum indicated that
Congress is not particularly interested in
normalizing relations with China at this
time. Isaacs advised appealing to the Carter
administration and Holum suggested using
"nbwspaper editorials and public forumsi
to pressure the administration.

A panel discussion on cultural and educa-
tional exchanges with China highlighted the
importance of people-to-people relations,
Several panelists said that normalization
would open the door to more and longer-
term exchanges between the two countries.

Eugene Theroux, an attorney and former
president of the National Council on U.S.-
China Trade, opened the panel on trade with
the remark: "I'm surprised that China will
let American businessmen into China, since
it was the 'Sfestern powers which in the name
of trade unraveled Chinese society." Ther-
oux said that American business is reluctant
to switch its interests from Taiwan to China.
"From a strictly business point of view, Tai-
wan is a more attractive trading partner,
because American businessmen can go there
and do whatever they want. It is not as in
[the People's Republic of] China where, as
they say, 'Politics and trade go hand in
hand."' Theroux added, "The idea that
trade [with the PRC] would take a major
spurt after normalization is not necessarily
true. Some Chinese conditions of trade will
not change : China will not become a business
playground for companies looking for cheap
labor, joint ventures, and extraction of
royalties; and China will not make products
with U.S. brand names."
' Hugh Donaghue, who as vice-president

In one of many demonstrations held in the U.S. on February zg, people from
the northeast marched from a rally in New york's UN plazato 

".o.rf.r.n.. on normal-
ization and the Taiwan question. (phoro: S. Marcus)
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of Control Data Corporation had recently
negotiated a computer sale to China, was
impressed by the Chinese emphasis on self-
reliance. "The Chinese are not frivolous,"
he said. "They won't buy things they don't
need. Importation of high technology is in
selected areas and on their terms." Donaghue
was distressed by the "ridiculous" condi-
tions the U.S. government tried to impose on
the computer transaction, until it was
approved by President Ford in October r976.
"I hope the Chinese never treat us the way we
treat them!" Donaghue said.

At in(ormal workshop sessions, partici-
pants raised suggestions for normalization
work. Some people advocated primarily
appealing to the new administration, speci-
fically to President Carter and Secretary of
State Vance. Others emphasized the primary
importance of a grassroots campaign to
mobilize the kind of support (or normaliza-
tion that will not fade if presidential in-
terests change. Others saw the necessity of
basing the campaign among the American
people, while also using petitions and other
forms of pressure against the U.S. govern-
ment.

Questions and doubts about Taiwan sur-
faced at the workshops, but discussion clari-
fied people's understanding of the history
and current situation on the island. From
the Chinese point of view, the "Taiwa4
question" has two aspects, domestic and
international. Internationally, the U.S. per-
sists in intervening in China's civil war, a

civil war that on the mainland ended long
ago. Domestically, the civil war must be
concluded - peacefully or by force - and
China reunified. The time and method of
reunification are for the Chinese people
themselves to decide. Most participants
accepted the essence of this position, and at
the final plenary, an amendment advocating
"self-deterinination" for Taiwan was sound-
ly rejected.

The clarification and struggle over dif-
ferences, both among organizations' and
within them, represent a positive advance
in the movement to normalize diplomatic
relations with China. Those who attended
the conference left with new understanding
of the issues, interest in the campaign, ideas
and resources for local programs, and con-
tacts for building joint events with other
groups. Some of them were put into action
in varied events in different cities timed to
coincide with the two anniversaries that fell
on February 28, 1977: the fifth anniversary
of the signing of the Shanghai Communique
and the thirtieth anniversary ol the "z/28
Uprising" onTaiwan.

Coalitions to continue the campaign for
normalization have been set up in a number
of cities.

Marjorie King
Philadelphia, Pa.

USCPFA Staternent of Principles

Goal:
To build actiue and lasting

fi,iendsltip based 0n rwltotdI understanding

between tbe people of tlte United S tates

and tlte people of Cltina.

Toward that end we urge the establishment of full
diplomatic, trade, and cultural relations between the two
governments according to the principles agreed upon in the
joint U.S.-China communique of February 28, 1972, and that
U.S. foreign policy with respect to China be guided by these

same principles : respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity;
non-aggression; non-interference in the internal affairs of other
states ; equality and mutual benefit; and peaceful coexistence,

'We 
call for the removal of all barriers to the growing friend-

ship and exchange between our two peoples. 'We recognize that
a major barrier is the U.S. diplomatic recognition of and
military presence in Taiwan. As the Joint Communique signed

by the governments of the United States and the People's

Republic of China states, Taiwan is an inseparable part of
China and the resolution of the Taiwan question is the internal
aflah of China. '!ile recognize that the People's Republic of
China is the sole legal government of China.

Our educational activities include production and distribu-
tion of literature, films, and photo exhibits; sponsoring speakers

and study classes; speaking out against distortions and miscon-

ceptions about the People's Republic of China; publishing

newsletters and pamphlets; promoting the exchange of visitors
as well as technical, cultural, and social experiences.

It is our intention in each activity to pay special attention to
those subjects of particular interest to the people of the United
States.

Everyone is invited to participate in our activities and any-

one who agrees with our goal is welcome to join.

For information, contact your local Association.

Addresses, inside back couer.
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On Wednesdays, JAL flies
nonstop to Peking and returns to
Tokyo via Shanghai and Osaka.

And allthe way, you'llenjoy
the hospitality that has made
JAL famous throughout the
Orient. You'll sip fragrant green
tea. You'llwatch first-run films.
And you'll be pampered with
small courtesies like steaming
hot towels.

For reservations and more
information, see your travel
agent or call Japan Air Lines.
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When
"Enemiesrr Became

Friends

by Jim Veneris

A Koyean War POW chose to liue in China

It was up north, in the mountains of
North Korea. I'd gotten separated from my
outfit during a night retreat, and somehow
stumbled onto this cave. It was cold as hell -
the coldest winter they'd had in years - and
my clothes weren't doing such a great job of
keeping me warm. No food, nothing to

drink. And surrounded by the "enemy" -
North Korean soldiers and Chinese People's
Army volunteers. I could see them all around
me from my cave.

I couldn't sleep for the cold or for thinking
what to do. Because I'd been told about "the
enemy," and what would happen to me if I

Born in a small totun in Pennsyluania, Jim
Yeneris joinedtheU.S. Army early inWorld
W ar Il and f ought in the Pacific until ry45. ln
r95o, utitb the outbreak ol tbe KoreanWar,
be re-enlisted and was senttoKorea. Hewas
soon cdptured, and spent three yectls as d
POW. After the armistice many Americans
uere surprised to learn tbat zt American
POWs, including limYeneris, had chosen to
go to China rather tban return to the U .5.

For zj years Jim Veneris bas liued and
worked, married, and raised a family in
China. ln ry76 be uisited the U.S. ro see rela-
tiues and lriends, returning to China early in
1977 "in time to spend the Spring Festiual

with my f amily." Contacted by th e USCPFA,

Jim agreed to attend the Association's
National Conuention, and, in tbe time he

had auailable, to trauel around the U.S. as

tbe guest of USCPFA locals to belp promote

lriendship between the Chinese and Ameri-
can p eop le s. H e u as di sapp ointed to find t h at
a few people - and some of the news media

- still considered him a "turncoat," but he

wds uery happy to meet tbe many tbousands
ol Americans who greeted him as a friend and
delugedh imwith que stions ab outlil einC b ina.

Partl ol Jim's story couers his experiences
in Korea. Part II, about his lile in China, will
appedr in a forthcoming issue.

surrendered to them. The Communists were
cruel and ruthless. They hated Americans.
They didn't take prisoners, they just killed
whoever they captured. Or worse, they'd
torture you or starve you to death to try to
get military information. American news-
papers had told us that, and American
officers. And American politicians like Joe
McCarthy. And they were on our side,
right ? But if I didn't get out of that cave, I'd
freeze to death.

I'd only been in Korea a couple of months,
and in some ways I was pretty ignorant then,
but I wasn't completely green, and I didn't
think I was a coward.'When I 6rst joined the
army, back in'World'War II, I was lust a kid
of r8, full of piss and vinegar and patriotism.
But I'd fought all through that war, in those
Pacific island jungles, and I'd held up my
end. And that war had a different feeling
about it than this one. lWorld .!Var II was
rough on us ordinary GIs and, sure, we com-
plained about this and that, but morale was
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higb. 'We were united with most of the
world's people - the Russians, the Chinese,
and people all over Europe and Asia and
Africa - against the fascist forces of Germany
and Japan. And we felt it, felt we were help-
ing liberate people from something really
evil.

One of the reasons I'd re-enlisted, when
Korea came along, was for thinking about
all rry buddies out there, fighting and dying,
while I was safe at home. And when we went
to Korea, they'd told us that the North
Koreans were like slaves. That they were
just being made to 6ght by their Communist
slavemasters. But I'd noticed that the North
Koreans were fighting us like hell. They
were the figbtingest slaves I'd ever imagined.
They just didn't seem to want to be
"liberated."

Morale on our side ? It stunk. I remember
going to a medicdl station once, just for
something minor, and there were these two
guys lying outside on strerchers. They looked
in pretty bad shape. So I said to the doctor,
"Hey, don't you want t6 treat them first ?"
But the doctor got a real angry look on his
face, and he walked over to one of ihe guys
and kicked him in the ribsl. Jesus, I didn,t

know what to think. Later I found out that
both those guys had deliberately shot them-
selves in the leg - 1'ust badly enough to be sent
home. Because they didn't want to fight in
that war anymore. And things like that were
happening all the time.

So I had a iot of questions on my mind,
while I was sitting up in that cave freezing
my tail. But I also knew what American
bombing was doing to North Korea - it was
technically a United Nations command, but
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Jim Veneris (center) with some New Cbina editors and Magazine Committee members
after his talk in New York City. (Phoro: New Chjna Phoros)

almost all the planes and the pilots were
American. .We 

were knocking North Korea
flat. You could hardly see a building left
standing, not even peasants' huts. And
when the pilots couldn't find any other tar-
gets, they'd drop their load of bombs just on
some farmer or farmer's wife all alone out in
the middle of some field, or a cow, or just
anything that moved! And we'd bombed
Chinese territory, across the Yalu River,
which is what brought China into the war.'!7e'd killed thousands of Chinese citizens.
So maybe these Chinese and Korean soldiers
had reason not to feel very friendly toward
American prisoners.

I kept peeking out of the cave to see what
was going on, and finally I spotted what sure
looked like a bunch of prisoners. So maybe
they didn't kill everyone they captured. And
by that time I was so cold and so tired and so
hungry I just had to take the chance. I kind of
crept down out of the cave, stuck my hands
in the air, and walked toward them shouting,
"I surrender, I surrender," on the chance
they'd understand me. They kind of sur-
rounded me, and when they realized I was
an American they took me over to a Chinese
officer who spoke English.

The first thing he did was give me a
cigarette ! He could tell I was scared, so he
carefully started to explain their policy on
PO\7s. They didn't kill prisoners, or mistreat
them. They followed Chairman Mao's
policy of leniency toward prisoners. They
had no quarrel with ordinary American
soldiers, or with the American people. The
war wasn't our (ault. They'd take good care
of us, and when it became possible they'd
send us home again. I guess he could see I

didn't really believe him, because he ex-
plained all over again! I still thought it was
a trick.

At first they put me with a bunch of
prisoners, most of them American, but some
other nationalities too. They got me some-
thing to eat right away. Then, because Amer-
ican planes were bombing all around the
area, they divided us into small groups and
took us off to Korean peasants' huts that
were scattered all over the mountains and
hard to spot from the air. I didn't know what
they were up to at first. When we got to our
hut, the Chinese guard talked to the Korean
peasant for a while. Then he stuck his hand
in his pocket, pulled out this wad of money,
and counted some out into the peasant's
hand. It was to pay lor our food and
clothes ! I couldn't believe it - it just wasn't
the kind of thing that happened in any army
I knew about. Later I was told very matter-
of-factly that this was standard practice for
the Chinese Communist army from way back
during the Revolution. They were just fol-
lowing Chairman Mao's policy, not to take
anything from workers or peasants - not
even something as small as a needle or a piece
of thread - without paying for it.

So where were all these "ruthless" Com-
munist soldiers we'd been told about ? Me, I
was still suspicious. I thought maybe this
was somehow an act they were putting on
for our benefit. We'd also been told how
clever and underhanded they could be. For a

long time, and I was a prisoner for three
years, there was this struggle in my mind be-
tween what I'd been told about the Com-
munists and whatl was actually experiencing.
But like Lincoln said, "You can fool all of
the people some of the time, and some of the
people all of the time, but you can't lool all
of the people all oI the time." Finally I just
had to admit to myself that it wasn't any
act - that they had away of thinking, a way
of doing things, that I'd never seen before.

I could tell so manystories. Howtheykept
us fed, even when the didn't have much
food themselves. How they risked their lives
to ge, us food when American planes were
bombing their supply lines. How they saw to
it we all had warm, quilted clothing - and
boy, did we need it during those Korean
winters. How they got us athletic equip-
ment, so we had some recreation (we even
had our own little "Olympics" between
the different prison camps). How they threw
a Christmas party for us, wine and all. How
they managed to get special food for the
prisoners who had special religious diets -
like some of the Turkish Muslims who
couldn't eat pork. Or this skinny guy who
had anulcer. They got hold'of a nanny goat
from somewhere so he could have fresh
milk. And I tell you by the time he went
home that guy was fatl

But I've got to tell about two incidents I'll



never forget. There was this American boy
from the South in our camp, who never got
any mail and never wrote any letters home.'We knew he had a family, and he always
seemed upset when other people were
getting their mail. The Chinese guards
noticed this, and took him aside to talk to
him. They found out he'd never even
Iearned to read or write, and was asbamed
to let anyone else write for him. Next thing
you know, they'd quietly moved him down
to headquarters where there was someone
who could teach him to read and write
English. In six months he was back, reading
and writing, and I've never seen anyone so
happy and so proud. Yeah, that was how
"cruelly" they treated us.

The other story's about a Chinese doctor
I met. Now one thing we had in the camp
was really good medical care. They didn't
always have the latest medicines or equip-
ment, but those doctors - and they were all
volunteers who'd come all the way from
China especially to work with us prisoners -
took such pains, they really seemed to care
about us. Sometimes, when a bunch of
wounded prisoners would be brought in,
the lights in the medical tent would be on z4
hours a day, and the doctors would be
operating around the clock. So one day -
I'd cut my finger or something like that - I
asked one of the doctors why he worked so
hard. Sfhy had he come our there in the
first place, and why was he so willing to
help his country's "enemies" ? He grinned
and said, "International solidarity."

I said, "And what does that mean?" So he
started to tell me about the Communist
view that working class people all over the
world,should unite and help one another -
and that someday they uould. How it was
really class differences that counted, and not
all the national or ethnic differences that
sometimes seemed so important. And that
made a lot of sense to me just from my own
expertence,

I was born in the little town of Vander-
grift, just outside of Pittsburgh. My grand-
father had come from Greece, and he, my
father, and me were just plain working
stiffs. And my friends - good friends, that I
could count on - they were black and white,
and all different nationalities. Irish, Polish,
Italian, and so on. 'Working people like us.
And I had a hell of a lor more in common
with them than any of us had with the
bosses who hired us and laid us off and
made all the rules and thought they owned
us because they paid our wages. And a hell
of a lot more in common with my army
buddies I'd fought with through World War
II and Korea than with the people who'd
sent us off to war.

And this Chinese doctor told me how he
had learned about international solidarity,
which was quite a story. It seems that way

Forthright, enthusiast.ic, tireless, Jim brought li[e in socialist China home
to thousands of Americans. (Phoro: M. Jahr)

back in the thirties, when the Communists
held just a few base areas and the Revolu-
tion was a long way from being won, they
had almost no doctors or medical supplies
and lots of their sick and wounded were
dying for lack of medical care. And then
this Canadian doctor, Norman Bethune,
had come all the way from Canada to
China, and made his way to the base area at
Yan'an (Yenan), because he believed in the
Revolution and wanted to help in any way
he could. He'd saved many lives, and tired
himself out caring for the sick and wounded
and passing on his medical knowledge to
the young Chinese who worked with him.
Bethune had died in Yan'an of blood
poisoning, but ever since the Chinese people
remember him with great love and respect.
He was a perfect example of international
solidarity.

And my doctor, in Korea, had been one
of Bethune's young students in Yan'an!
That was why he had volunteered to come
to Korea. He felt he had ro use the skills and
knowledge Bethune had passed on to him to
serve not only his own people, but other
peoples of the world.

I learned a lot while I was in that prison
camp. 'Were we "brainwashed" by the
Chinese and Korean Communisrs ? !flell,
they certainly held classes in Marxism-
Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, once they
got us settled in permanent camps. 'lyhat

was socialism, whar was the dictatorship of
the proletariat, why there was exploitation,

and class antagonisms, in capitalist societies.
Hell, if you had something good, wouldn't
you want to pass it on ? At first the classe"
were for everyone, but later on, just for
those who wanted to go. Brarnwasning?
'Well, you can lead a horse to water, but you
can't make him drink if the water isn't
sweet.

'Why would any of us have listened to
those ideas if they hadn't made sense
according to our own experiences ? I'd
grown up during the Great Depression,
when so many millions of people couldn't
get jobs, even though they were good
workers ahd really wanted to work. 'Was

that all just economic "conditions" thar
nobody could help, or was it the result of
the capitalist system ? And I'd worked at all
sorts of jobs and known all sorts of bosses.
Including bosses who treated their workers
like garbage - like the theater owner I
worked for all through high school, clean-
ing out all the muck after the last showing
at night, for $3.5o a week. And after a

couple of years - business was booming,
and he was sure getting his profits - when
I asked for a raise, he told me to ger lost,
because he could always get someone else to
work for $3.5o.

So I'd figured he was just mean and
greedy, and after high school I left home
looking for a decent place to work. And
didn't find things much different. 'When we
got back from World '$Var II, a lot of us
thought things woulp be different. All we
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wanted was to get a job, get married, and
settle down. But no matter how hard you
woiked, how willing you were to work,
there was still that srruggle to get a job.
There were still those layoffs that "weren'r
anyone's fault." There were still those
bosses who didn't give a damn about your
welfare, just about profits. And it was all
the same, whether it was the little theater in
Vandergrift or the big auro plant in Detroit
where I worked just before going to Korea.

The U.S. was a rich country, and who had
created that wealth ? 'Wasn't it people like
my father and my grandfather, and all the
rest of the working people who'd farmed
the land, worked in the mines and factories,

that many Chinese and North Koreans
would decide not to return to their home-
lands, which would be a great propaganda
victory. I guess it didn't turn out that way.
'We heard later that many prisoners held by
the Americans and South Koreans were
never given copies of the truce, but were
instead told their own countries didn't want
them anymore. 'We also heard that many
Chinese prisoners were taken to Taiwan
against their will.

In our camps, copies were passed out, and
there was a hell of a lot of discussion and
quiet thinking. Many of us were really
impressed by what we'd seen and heard of
socialism from the Chinese and North

They couldn't explain it any other way,
so they said we were "brainwashed." '!ilell,

I'll tell you who did a pretty good job of
brainwashing, and it wasn't the Chinese.
McCarthy and his bunch sure filltd our
heads with a lot of garbage about the
Chinese and the North Koreans when they
sent us off to fight that war. And the military
authorities did a pretty good job on the
POWs who went home. Those guys were
really pressured not to say anything good
about the Chinese, to keep their mouths
shut about what it was really like in those
camps. They'd get dishonorable discharges,
and no back pay, and they'd be blackballed
when they tried to get a job. I knew,
because I've talked to some of them,
including one guy from Milwaukee whogot
in a whole lot of trouble because he didn't
keep his mouth shut. Most of them did keep
quiet, and I don't really blame them. Hell,
they had to go back and live with a whole
system that was just interested in having
bad things said about China and commun-
ism. But they all know the truth.

I've been asked whether I consider myself
an American or a Chinese now. I've spent
z) years in China, and I've never been sorry
I made my choice. My life is bound up with
the Chinese people. My wife and children
are in China, and close friends from the
factory where I've worked most of those
yea,rs, and the friends I made in my three
years at a Chinese college. I'm a part, as

everyone in China is a part, of the great
struggle to build socialism. I love the
Chinese people, and I will never forget
Chairman Mao. It was his teachings that
saved my life at a time when I expected only
death, and it was he who bffered me a new
life in socialist China.

But that doesn't mean that I won't always
be an American, and proud to be one. I have
great faith in the American people; I love
them. It wasn't the great masses of the
American people who labeled me a turn-
coat, it was McCarthy and his bunch. All
those years when there weren't any govern-
ment relations between China and the U.S.,
and hardly any contact between the Chinese
and American people - I don't think that
was the will of the American people, just of
the few people whose interests it was to
keep the American people from really
knowing what was going on in China. One
of the great times of my life was when
Nixon came to China and the Shanghai
Communique was signed. Boy, was I happy,
and so were all my friends. Because the
Chinese and American people should get
together.

That's what I believe. That's what I hope.
The American people are a gieat people.
The Chinese people are a great people. Long
live the friendship beitween the Chinese and

A surprise: childhood
friend Ralph Poynter
came to hear Jim's talk
in New York. They had
not seen each other for
over 2j years. (Photo:
New China Photos)

built the bridges and the roads and the big
cities ? And who really profited from all that
wealth - wasn't it the big capitalists who
owned and controlled everything? I'd never
really thought in terms of working class,
capitalist class. But it began to make sense.
And I learned that in China, and in Russia
and North Korea, the working class had
taken over. They were changing everything
around, so that things were run in the
interests of the working class.

ln 1953,the final truce agreement between
the UN forces, the Chinese, the North
Koreans, and the South Koreans was signed.
It brought about a cease-fire and an
exchange of prisoners. Nolv one of the
provisions of the rruce was specifically
about PO!7s. It said that azy prisoner held
by any of the combatants had the right to go
and live in any country he chose. It also said
that all prisoners were to get copies of the
truce so they could study its provisions. In
fact, the Americans had pushed hard to
have that included, apparenrly expecting
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Koreans. Some of us just had to go and see
for ourselves what was happening in China.
But some had families and other ties at
home, or weren't sure enough to make such
a big break with everything they'd known.
Some guys changed their minds half a
dozen times before they finally decided.

\X/hen it was announced that zr Ameri-
cans, including me, were going to China, a
few to Russia, and a few staying in North
Korea, the storm really broke. 'We were
traltots, we were turncoats, we were crazy,
we were everything in the book. We were
immediately given dishonorable discharges,
and all the back pay due us was forfeited.
Politicians like McCarthy made speeches
about us, and American newspapers just
tofe us apart. Never mind what the truce
said. Never mind that President Eisenhower
had signed that truce in the name of almost
zoo million American people. Never mind
that therefore those zoo million American
people had given us permission to go where
we wanted to go. American people!



Two Ways to Read
the "Red Bookrr

Part I of an interview by William Hinton

Dazhai leader Chen Yong-gwi talks about the strwggle

to transJorm peasant life

Dazhai (Tachai) is a household word in
China, It is the name of a small rural com-
munity of 8o families that for years has led
the way for hundreds of millions of Chinese
peasants in transforming their way of life,
transforming agricultural production, and
transforming nature. Dazhai is located in
Xiyang County, some 4oo miles southwest
of Peking, in the rugged Taihang Mountains.
The people of Xiyang, after seriously taking
up the study of Dazhai's example, have in
the course of complex class conflicts set out
on the socialist road, put public interest in
first place, formed a county-wide network
of strong collective eommunities, deter-
mined to be self-reliant wherever possible,
"thought big," in terms of land reclamation
and irrigation proiects, and have since 1967
quadrupled their output, thus becoming the
first Dazhai-type county in China. ln 1975 a
national agricultural conference recognized
3oo Dazhai-type counties and issued a call to
turn one-third of the nation's counties into
Dazhai-type counties by r98o.

Prior to ry49 Dazhai was so poverty-
stricken and obscure that the only people
outside the community itself who knew that
it existed were absentee landlords who col-
lected rent and interest, and county officials

Author and past National Chairman of the

USCPFA,'Wrrrran HrNrox writes andfarms in
Pennsyluania. The afiicles in this series are draun

from nany hours of conuersation uith Chen Yong-
gui in tg7 r.

who collected taxes there. The path into
Dazhai was so narrow that you could not
shift a carrying pole from one shoulder to
the other without bumping your load on the
canyon wall. A poor village full of poor

people on poor land, Dazhai had a lot of five
things - hired shepherds, hired laborers,
beggars, children for sale, and suicides.

Since 1966 the production at Dazhai has
been so high that the people of this village-

Chen Yong-gui, center, with members of the Hsiyang County Party Committee - an
example of the "three-in-one combinations" of old, middle-aged, and young who are
carrying forward the work of the Revolution. (Photo: Hsinhua News Agency)
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wide collective have voluntarily limited the
amount distributed to each family so as not
to leave China's city workers, not to men-
tion other peasants, too far behind. Vith
their surplus they have built up large accu-
mulation {unds and used them on the one
hand to reclaim land in the river bed, level
the flanks of Tiger Head Mountain, and
bring water to previously parched fields, and
on the other to build a fine village school, an
excellent clinic and small hospital, and
simple new housing for all the brigade's
families.

The person at the center of this extra-
ordinary transformation of a whole way of
life is Chen Yong-gui, son of a lifelong hired
laborer who died a beggar. He began his
political life in rg41 as a member of the Com-
munist Party branch in the village, became
branch secretary in 1947, secretary o{ the
county Party Committee in 1967, a member
of the Shanxi provincial Party Committee
and Revolutionary Committee soon after-
ward, and is today a member of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party o{
China, a member of its Political Bureau, and
a Vice-Premier of the People's Republic of
China. At the Second National Learn from
Dazhai Conference convened in Peking on
December zo, 1976, Chen Yong-gui made a
major speech exposing the intrigues of the
"gang of four" against Iearning from Daz-
hai, and reaffirming the goal o{ mechanizing
China's agriculture in the main by r98o.

ln r97r I had the opportunity to talk with
Chen Yong-gui for several days. The topics
of our conversations ranged {ar and wide,
but always returned to the political outlook
that enabled Chen to unite and lead his
poverty-stricken neighbors so boldly for-
ward on the socialist road. FIow was it that
he had always put "public first, self second,"
had taken the socialist transformation of
China seriously, had formulated a vision of
what poor working peasants could build
with their own hands, and had never once
deviated from this? From the start he
seemed to have grasped Mao Tsetung's ideas
and applied them in practice.

The First Thing ls Class Feeling

Hinton: Vhy did Chairman Mao's
Thought mean so much to you and why
did you take hold of it so firmly ?

Chen: I never saw a qrlotation from Chair-
man Mao until after the flood of ry63.Then
a People's Liberation Army soldier gave me
a copy of the Quotations. But Lrp to now I
haven't studied well enough. 'We are so busy
working that it is hard to squeeze out a little
time to study. If we put study first it can hold
up and delay our work. In this situation the
truth is that I have not studied hard enough.

How do we study Chairman Mao's
teachings here in the countryside? l(e
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'With mechanization of agriculture a prioriry in China, hand-tools and draft
animals are steadily being replaced by tractors. These tractors were specifically
designed for the rugged country of the north. (Photo: R. Cordon)

Before a network of aqueducts and canals was built, the peasants of Dazhai had to
carry water to the fields in buckets. (Photo: R. Gordon)



After a devastating flood fi t963, Dazhai peasants had to rebuild the terraces they had labored to carve out of the mounrainsides.
The restored terraces, following the contours of the terrain, control effects of heavy rains and prevent floods. (Photo: M. Bald)

Using the most primitive methods, the Dazhai
peasants have literally moved mountains to
change the Iandscape of their North China
county. (Photo: C. Gilmartin)Getting a 6eld ready for planting. (Photo: C. Grlmartrn;
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peasants never had a chance to go to school.
Whenlwas eightyears oldl went toworkfor
a landlord. Now, all the kids go to school, but
in those days peasants had no such chance.
\What could an eight-year-old do ? Sweep up
for the landlord, carry water, take the ox up
the hill to pasture. I was "word blind." I
didn't learn to read anything until the Sao
Mang lwipe out illiteracy) movement. By
that time I was 43 years old.

Each day, by the time I put everything in
order and got to class, everyone else had
almost finished. Only once did I attend the
whole session. That was the first night and I
more or less obeyed the discipline of the
class. I was sitting there thinking, "What a
long time this is taking!" but since I was
there I couldn't very well just walk out. I
had no choice but to listen to the teacher
and obey the discipline. But after that 6rst
night the teacher couldn't control me any-
more. I finally decided to study on my own.
'When somebody read a newspaper out loud
I took a copy, followed along, and tried to
remember the characters that way. Thus I
could get the gist of the article and learn the
characters at the same time. So that's how I
learned. Now I can read more than 8o per-
cent of the People's Daily and the Shanxi
Daily. lf new characters turn up I can't
make head or tail of them. As for printed
Party documents, I can read about 8o per-
cent. But if they are corrected in script I
can't read the corrections. Now it's easier
to study Chairman Mao's works because
the printed characters in the book are quite
clear.

'S7hen it comes to studying Chairman Mao
we feel this way: the first thing is your class
feeling. If your working class feelings are
deep, then even if you can't read well, you
can still study well. This is because Chairman
Mao's works and his revolutionary line are
created for working people. The policy is
made for workers. Everything is in their
interest. Once you have a feeling for the
working class you do things right even if you
are not so literate.

Out of Practice Comes Theory

Dazhai was liberated [from the Japanese]
in 1945. The struggle was very sharp. Our
village was occupied by the Japanese, but
underground Party members often came
there. Eighth Route Army men too. I had
deep class feelings about the Eighth Route
Army. $7hen underground workers came,
they always sought me out. If they needed
grain or shoes for the army, I ran around a lot
arranging things. Someone must have told
the Japanese. In 1944 they grabbed me. I was
put in jail in the county town, about three
miles from our village.

I remember when I went to jail there was
deep snow [shows about six inches with his
hands] and when I came out the grass and
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flowers were up fagain shows about six
inches with his hands]. So it must have been
four months that I spent in iail. I was ques-
tioned for ten days. They asked about the
Eighth Route Army and they had all kinds
of ways to torture you. They beat you with
sticks. They used an iron rod. They want to
know where the Eighth Route Army is, how
many Communists there are in the village
and what work they do. They torture you,
give you five minutes to talk, then torture
you agarn.

"Where are they ? 'V(here are they ? 
.What

do they do ? \flhat do they do ?"

I took one hell of a beating. "Kill me, but I
don't know anything. I'm just one of the
people." But sometimes I wavered a little in
my thinking. They have so many tactics.
Some beat you up, others try to buy you off.
They offer you a post as an official.

In r94o, 46 people from our village were
killed. Ve know what happened when these
people were captured. The enemy beat them
up. Some of them talked, so they beat them
again. They talked again - and in the end the
enemy killed them all anyway. But the enemy
got a lot of information from them. Only one
of them was the son of a rich peasant. All the
rest were poor and lower-middle peasants.

So when I was caught I never expected to
live. When I came out my arms were all
skinny, my hair in patches. On the third day
in prison I was beaten up. My face was
bleeding. The white towel on my head was
all red, soaked with blood. When the vil-
lagers sent me food, I put the blood-soaked
towel in the bowl and sent it back to show
them the blood debt the enemy owed us. '!7e

had to pay them back. I thought it would be

the last thing I could send the villagers before
I died.

I was captured in the winter of 1944 and
let out in the spring of 1945. The reason I was
released was because the enemy liked money
and because they were already badly de-
feated. They built watchtowers all over the
mountains. But the Eighth Route Army
knocked out their blockhouses one after the
other. Since the Japanese were getting such a
beating, the Eighth Route Army and the
Communist Party workers thought the

Japanese might try to kill us before with-
drawing, so they thought of every way to get

money to get us out of jail right away. The
poor and lower-middle peasants of our vil-
lage got money together and bought me out,
Doesn't the enemy love money ? The Eighth
Route Army and the underground Com-
munists helped gather the money to get me
out.

lfhile in jail we didn't let out any secrets.
I didn't expect to live then, but no matter
what, I had decided not to talk. So how did I
stand 6rm through all this ? I learned from
the Communist Party! In the same jail with
us there was a district Communist leader

named 'Wang Ru-ren. He was captured in
An Ping Commune, Yangiiafeng Brigade,
now named Ru-ren Village. He inspired
many of us. He kept up a hunger strike. No
matter how much they tortured him he didn't
give an inch. If you want to know something
you will get nothing, nothing. They tortured
him, then offered him money and an official
post. In the end they beat him to death. He
made a deep impression on all of us. If you
are akaid of death you can't wage revolu-
tion. 'Without a stiff backbone you can't
wage revolution. They really beat him up,
and finally they beat him to death.

'Why could this comrade be so strong ?

Because he was working to liberate the op-
pressed people. And we were very impressed.
No matter how slick the enemy, no matter
how brutal, we learned to believe in one

thing - stand stiff and never give up. 'Wang

Ru-ren's spirit is summed up in the slogan
"Fear neither hardship nor death." 'When

we look back now we can see that he lived
up to this slogan, and that this slogan of
Mao's comes as a summary of years of
revolutionary struggle - "Fear neither hard-
ship nor death." If I told you that at that
time we knew this slogan, that would be an

example of apriorism [knowing before the
fact]. There were many examples of this
spirit in practice. They didn't arise from
what Mao said. He summed up this spirit of
the Chinese people. It was out of revolution-
ary practice that this slogan was created.

We're Going to Die Anyway,
Why Not Struggle ?

At that time I hadn't studied any of Chair-
man Mao's works. I had never even seen any
of them. So why did we resist like this ?

Because Chairman Mao led us to rise in
revolution. For thousands of years, who
knows how long, we were oppressed. There-
fore if a political party leads us to overthrow
all that, we fully support it. If we don't wage
revolution we die anyway,

Take my father. He never died in battle,
but he committed suicide. He was about 7o
years old. '!flhen he was young and strong he

could work. The landlord wanted his labor.
But when he got old the landlord didn't
want him anymore, so he had to go begging.
At that time there were many beggars. When
you beg you go to one family, they may give
you a little, but never enough to fill your
stomach. In one day you have to go to many,
many families, many, many villages, and
still you can't get enough to eat. Father was
old and weak. When you go begging the
landlord's dogs bite you. You suffer more
than when working for the landlord. And
you have to say all sorts of good things to
him. You call whoever comes to the door
"grandfather," treat him like the older
generation to show respect. Even if it's iust
a child who comes to the door, you still call



Too old to work in the fields or do construction, these peasants are still young enough to make the straw mats used everywhere
in China to cover kazgs (beds). (Photo: C. Gilmartin)

A secretary and deputy secretary of the Dazhai Brigade Party branch ({oreground). Leadership at all levels takes part in
productive labor. (Photo: Hsinhua News Agency)
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him "grandfather" or "young master."
Young people today don't even know all
these terms like "master of the house,"
"Little Lord," etc. You call him anyrhing if
only you can get a little scrap of food. But
each year father became weaker and weaker,
older and older, and nothing to his name
except his mouth. He had no way out but to
die.

At that time 5o-6o percent of the Chinese
people were in this situation - so why fear
death ? "lVe're going to die anyway, so why
not die struggling ?" Chairman Mao knew
this situation of the poor peasanrs in China
and that's why we wanted to follow him and
6ght for liberation.

So in 1945 we were liberated. It was July
15 by the lunar calendar and it was just the
date of the Festival of the Dead. For libera-
tion to come on that day was significant. 'We

used to say, "Even the devils have their
festivals." The Japanese devils came on the
Devil's Festival eight years before. '!(e fought
them for eight years and on the Devil's
Festival we drove them away. But so many
people died in our county, so many! so
many!

Righteous Anger Leads to
Wrong Action

Our whole province [Shanxi] was liber-
ated in 1948. After Xiyang County was
liberated the battle moved south to Cehong
and Laiyuan. Peasants from here went to
help. I was a leader of the stretcher-bearing
brigade. One night the battle wenr on until
very late, There were rz wounded Japanese
soldiers to carry back. And that time I did
wrong. 'We were carrying these wounded
soldiers from the front. I became angry the
minute I saw them. It was very dark when
we went over the top of the mountain. I
ordered them thrown off the cliff.

The next day I was called in. They wanted
to know what happened to the wounded
Japanese. 

'Where are they ? Thrown down
the gully! Ai yal Didn't I get criticized that
time! I was removed from my post. They
didn't let me lead the stretcher-bearers any-
more. I had to sit in a room several days to
think it over. Then they transferred me to
grain transport. I said, "You can shift me to
another,ob, but as long as it is a Chines_e who
leads the stretcher-be-arers the same'thing
will happen."

[Song Li-ying, the remarkable woman
who served as assistant village leader and
headed up all women's work in Dazhai,
interrupted here.]

Song: It's just Iike in the ball etRedDetach-
ment ol Women.'When we think of Yong-
gui's wrong action at that time we are re-
minded of the heroine of the Red Detach-
ment. She fired too soon fout of hate and
righteous anger] and made surprise attack
impossible. First Yong-gui had merits. He
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did well. An award was sent to our village
for his good work in the liberation of
Yangquan. Then he did this thing.

Chen: In our village the Japanese killed
more than 40 young men, and this was a

small number compared to other villages. In
r94o, in another village, they killed 378
people in ten minutes. They surrounded the
village before dawn. The men of the village,
on the alert, had moved out at midnight.
Only women, children, and old people were
at home. The Japanese called everyone
together, then slaughtered them by machine-
gun 6re. They threw hand grenades. You
couldn't 6nd a whole body anywhere. Arms
and legs were scattered all over the place.

Why did the Japanese imperialists hate
the Chinese people so much ? Because we
resisted. They killed off the whole village
that time. No one was left. Even some
women who had gone home to visit relatives,
they sought them out and killed them too.
They saved only ten young women who were
taken away for their use. All the rest were
killed. \7e never found out what happened
to those ten. So this is the cause of the na-
tional and class hatred toward imperialists
and militarists.

As for the landlords, they oppressed and
exploited us in every village. Now, when we
remember this, we have more strength to go
on with the Revolution. The young people
growing up have nothing like this to rerrem-
ber. At the time of land reform we fully
agreed with Chairman Mao on the need to
overthrow the landlords and divide the Iand.
'We fully supported this whole Revolution.
It was our cause. Thinking this way does not
depend on how well one studies Mao's
writings - it's not a matter of "study well

and you'll accept what he says, study poorly
and you'll reject it." Class stand determines
what you accept. The line and policy of the
Party were clearly in our interest. Of course
we followed. If the line and policy of the
Party had been in the interest of the im-
perialists and the landlords, no matter how
hard we studied we could never have fol-
lowed it. We had our natural feelings. \7e
rose up on our own agalnst our oppressors.
We didn't have Chairman Mao's books
then, but we had his policies and his direc-
tives, And they were all in our interest. It
didn't matter whether we could read or not,
we followed Chairman Mao. Of course,
once you take such a class position, studying
well makes a gteat difference.

What About The Socialist Road ?

Hinton: Many people followed Chairman
Mao in overthrowing the landlords but
afterward not many saw the need for build-
ing cooperatives as early as you did. What
made you take the socialist road as soon as

the land had been distributed ?

Chen: There really was a problem. Many
were satisfied after land reform. They got
land. They were satisfied with their land,
their warm kang, their wife ar]d children.
'We 

had trouble getting some people to join
the army. They said first they had to find a
wife. Then once they were married they said
first they had to have a child. Then they said
they wanted to wait until the child grew up
and got married. By then they were too old
anyway. How could they join the army at
that late date ? This kind of thinking comes
down to the question of whether to continue
the Revolution or not. Land reform was only
the first step in a long march. But some were

I
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Almost all of Dazhai's housing was destroyed by the ry63 flood. These remainir.rg homes
have been preserved as a record of the difficult past. (Photo: C. Gilmartin)



quite satisfied with that. The next step was
to organize, first into mutual aid teams. I'll
try to tell you what I thought - if I go into
detail it would take two, three, four days,
and we wouldn't get through.

To organize along collective lines was very
much needed in Dazhai. Chairman Mao's
call to take the collective road exactly fit
Dazhai's situation. Why ? Because we were
short of hands. The Japanese had killed
almost all the strong youth of our village.
So many were killed that after liberation
there were not enough able-bodied people
left. !7e had mainly women, children, and
old people. The few families that still had
young men alive were the wealthier families
- upper-middle peasants, rich peasants, and
landlords. They had the money to buy their
sons out. It was mainly the poor and lower-
middle peasants who were short of able-
bodied family members. Another factor in
this was that in the winter ol ry45 more than
20 poor peasants' sons volunteered to join
the People's Liberation Army to take re-
venge for their brothers and fathers who had
been killed. So some 6ofamilies in the village
were in serious difficulty when it came to
getting production going. At that time we
had not studied Chairman Mao's teaching
that "people are most precious." We had
never heard of it. We didn't understand it. It
was only afterward, when we studied Chair-
man Mao's works, that we could see what
was happening at that time. Through study
we deepened our understanding. But at
the time the practical problem that we faced
was that there were not enough people to do
the work. 'We never studied Chairman Mao's
idea that "people come first." That came
later, but if you compare this with the situa-
tion we faced you can see how exactly it
fits, how correct it is. Not only did we need
this thinking then, but we also needed it
later. The spirit of putting the people first is
deep in our hearts. The exact words spoken
by Mao I can't repeat, but the spirit is deep
within us and we don't waver.

'We were short of able-bodied people and
short of draft animals. The Japanese ate
tutou shao niu rou [potato and beef goulash]
made out of our work animals. They only
cared about eating beef, but never gave a
damn about how we were to live without
work animals. So we learned from practice.
\7hy did the Japanese eat all our draft
animals ? IThy did Chairman Mao call on
us to organize? $fho cares for us and who
oppresses us ? This is clear in practice. So we
took up the idea of organizing ourselves very
early. There was also a-question of tools.
The Japanese ate our draft animals and
burned our tools for kindling. So we had few
able-bodied people, few draft animals, and
very few tools.

By organizing as a collective we could
overcome these difficulties. First we studied

and saw the advantages of organizing. That
is, 6rst we solved the question of determina-
tion to organize. At this stage some were
willing to organize and some were not. The
people's attitude toward this depended a
great deal on the Party leadership, on
whether or not the Party members wavered.
At that time we taught the advantages of
organizing. Once we started talking about it
the attitude of the two classes began to show
The landlords, rich peasants, and upper-
middle peasants were comparatively well-
off. Twelve of these families had strong men.

bodied members o( these families go ? Some
had been killed by the Japanese. Others had
joined the People's Liberation Army. Now
who will care for them ?

They were very unhappy. They said "We
have fanshened [stood up] but there is no
change. ttr7hat is the use of our fanshen? Ye
still can't live. We don't have animals, able-
bodied workers, or tools. 'Without these,
what use is the land to us ? 

'We can't eat the
land."

At that time I didn't think in terms of
political line. I just thought: "These are

New housing, built from the rock of former mountains, is a source of pride for the
people of Dazhai. (Photo: C. Gilmartin)

They organized into a mutual aid team with
the upper-middle peasant as leader. A land-
lord joined in.

The Old, the Young, the Sick,
and the Weak

I was in my twenties then. I was able-
bodied and strong. They called their team
theHao Han Zu-theStalwarts' Team. I was
organized into their team. All the families
with able-bodied members became members
of this team. The very name means that each
outshines the other in ability to work. This
left all the labor-short families stranded.
Those families had only women, children,
old, sick, and weak people. They weren't a

bit happy about the situation. "'What about
us ?" they said. They were all poor and lower-
middle peasants. I heard them grumbling
and I thought about it. 'Where did the able-

poor peasants and I am a poor peasant. They
suffered in the old society and so did L These
difficulties are not just theirs. They are mine
too. The road we take must solve all diffi-
culties, why not theirs ?" I came to this
through class feelings, not through any
recognition of two lines. So I got out. I with-
drew from the Stalwarts'Team. I wanted to
be in the same team with the children and the
old people. So I organized such a team.

I was a strong young man. 'When the labor-
short families heard that I was doing this
they were very happy. They didn't see it as a

matter of class feeling. They were concerned
about their very survival. They loved me
because I was strong and good at farming.
The Stalwarts, on the other hand, laughed
at us. "That Chen is crazy," they said. "Such
a strong laborer getting together with old
people and children ! He really is out of his
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mind." They said all sorts of things about us.
"Anyone with half a catty [about half a
pound] of grain at home would never be-
come king of the children."

'!7hat moved me was the fact that the
main workers in these families had been
killed off by the Japanese. r07e organized and
then started production. It's a pity we didn't
save some of the tools that we used at that
time. People today ought ro see them. Now
sometimes I complain a lot when people
don't listen. At that time the youngest of the
old people was 6o years old and couldn't
do any hard work. The oldest of the young
people was r2 years old. If youngsters like
that work too hard they can ruin their
health. I was the only one who was able-
bodied, strong, and in the prime of Iife. I'm
not boasting. I really was strong as an ox
then.

Hinton: lWhat was their thinking about
why you wanted to join them ?

Chen: They just welcomed it. They had
never dreamed of such a thing. They didn't
say I was stupid. If they said that I might
leave them. The Stalwarts said I was stupid,
but not those families !

I thought, in these families the old have
worked all their lives for landlords, the
young had fathers and brothers killed. They
have had the same past as mine, but after
liberation they all got land. This should be a
great happiness. But actually their happiness
could not get off the ground. Fanshen made
no .difference to their livelihood. So they
complained about the Party. Are they re-
actionaries that they complain about the
Party ? No. They have a practi6al problem to
solve. So many different factors showed up.
But I Iooked at the positive side. I worked
for the landlord at eight years of age. Now
some of the children are already ten. Surely
we can find something useful for them to do.
Old people have lots of experience farming.
Young people will grow up. All this was
positive. And I looked at it from the angle
that we were all oppressed. At that time I
didn't think about waging revolution against
my own selGsh thinking before waging
revolution in the world as we do today. I
didn't think about that at all.

"Why Does Yong-gui Stay
with Us?"

I made two big baskets. I could carry zoo
catties [22o pounds]. Four kids could carry
roo catties. I didn't have any theory about
taking the heavy burden on myself. I just
took up the hard jobs out of class feeling. I
wouldn't let old or young do the hard work.
I did the hard work rqyself. Gradually the
old and young began to understand why I
stayed with them. They discussed this prob-
lem behind my back. "\flhy does Yong-gui,
so strong and able, stay with us ? Why does
he take all the hard work on himself ? He is
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Throughout China, old and young work and learn together in the spirit of Dazhai.
(Photo: J. Polumbaum)

protecting us. He does the work of two or
three." They thought I felt sorry for them.
They thought I had a soft heart. But after the
rich peasants started to slander us, saying,
"In the fall there'll be quite a scene to see,"
they began to see the difference between the
two classes.

\Tithout the attacks of the class enemy
we would not have been educated so fast.
They gradually came to understand that this
man came because of class feelings. He was
against the rich and for the poor. Gradually
they learned the advantages of organizing.
Bit by bit their consciousness rose higher and
they supported me more and more. They
worked together with me all day. Back in the
village, instead of eating at home, they filled
up their bowls and came to my house to eat.
Old and young all did this.

In answer to the attacks we had a saying:
"The old have experience, the young

will grow up.
As long as we listen to the Party we'll

never go wrong."
The Stalwarts wanted me back on their

team. But I refused. They kept saying that
our Old-Young Team would certainly fail.
So we used this jingle to combat them. In the
beginning there were about a dozen in the
Stalwarts Team and ten families in the Old-
Yonng Team. All the rest were dan gan -
"go-it-alone" peasants.

The old and young followed me every-
where. After a while we got so we could talk
about why the poor are poor. 'We recalled
the Anti-Japanese 'War, and how the

Japanese had seen the Chinese as little better

than dogs. We thought back over these
things and thought about why. !7hy are the
poor poor, the rich rich ? Our liberation
didn't come easily. Our victory was bought
with blood and sacrifice. The old people re-
called the past. The young were educated by
their stories. The young, not knowing about
the past, not knowing about exploitation
and oppression, came to learn about it. So

then we began to think about how to unite
and educate the masses. Now what we say is

"serve the people." But I didn't know this
saying then. Now I think back and I realize
that what I was doing was serving the people.
That's why they supported me. Remember-
ing what I had done and studying these
things, that's how I learned - living study. If
you want me to repeat, to memorize, I can't
do that at all. It was only after Mao's "Red
Book" of quotations came in ry6l thatl read
"Serve the People" and made a decision to
consciously serve the people. But from
practice I learned the importance of serving
the people. I will do it all my life.

!7hy is it that the young and the old people
united so well ? And even to this very day
have united so well ? It is due to the practice
of our common struggle over the years.

That very first year, t946, we did much
better than the other group, the Stalwarts.
Old and young, all were satisfied. Politically
and ideologically we were all united as one
person. They couldn't get on without me or
I without them. As compared to the other
group, why could we achieve so much ?

Even though we had so little able-bodied
manpower, yet we still beat them in produc-



tion. Without such a comparison it would
have been hard to see what was right and
what was wrong. It would have been hard to
convince people. But with this comparison
we had firsthand experience for repudiation.
'V7e repudiated all the slanders they had
spread. 'il/e used facts to repudiate slander.
This educated all.'i7e got a deep understand-
ing of the necessity of unity and we increased
our determination to take the collective
road. Those who tried to wreck were re-
pudiated. We didn't realize that it was a

two-line struggle, a question of which class
would win out, as we nnderstand it today.
.il/e just asked "Do you dare slander us any
more ?"

It was only after 1961, when the People's
Liberation Army man gave Lrs the "little red
book," that we began to study out of it. We
started studying, then looked back and
examined what we l.rad done in the past to
see if we had done the right thing. Then we
looked forward to see whar we should do in
the future. For someone with my level of
literacy, if you want to remember the exact
words of Chairman Mao - impossible. I
can't say the exact words. ln t966, the year I
went to Albania, in the summer after the
Cultural Revolution had already starred,
the regional Party Committee hurriedly
called a meeting for activists in the study of
Mao Tsetung Thought. They wanted to
show how loyal they were to Chairman Mao,
how well they had studied his works.

I went. Ai yal At that meeting they really
lit into me. I got into no end of trouble. They

had gathered together all those people who
could read, talk, and memorize quotations.
I couldn't remember a single one. In each
county they had picked our the acivists. A
girl from Tuzhuang Commune, Mahu
Brigade, was one. A man from \il/angcai

Comrnune was another. Both of these could
recite from memory 90 to roo quotes, one
after the other. What could I do ? I was put
on the spot! I said I had opinions about this.
I said I didn't agree that those who could
memorize the most were those who had
studied the best. But the cadres of the
regional headquarters said that if you can't
commit it to memory you haven't studied
well.

I said, "What is the standard? Isn't it to
see how you use the knowledge, how you
apply it in practice ? I don't know all these
people but I do know the two (rom my own
brigade. They put Mao Tsetung Thought
into practice. If you only know how to talk
and repeat quotations, and don't carry them
out in practice, then there is a problem con-
cerning your attitude to Chairman Mao."

Judge Loyalty by Actions

There were three delegates there from our
brigade - Guo Feng-lian, Song Li-ying, and
mvself . We were the worst memorizers in the
whole meeting. We didn't really decide at
that time whether we had the right position
or not. I have thor-rght a lot about it since. I
have thought a lot about the past, recalling
the past. Only after thinking it over very
carefully did I decide - zbong bu zbong, kan

xin tong - loyalty can be judged only by
actlons.

At the meeting I said, "Who says these
people study well ? Isn't it better to look at
what they do ? If they haven't enough money
they hold out their hand and ask for money
from the state. If they haven't enough grain
they hold out their hand and ask for grain.
Talk about support for world revolution!
They can't even support themselves. If they
can't use the quotation in practice, then
what good does all this memorizing do ?"

I prepared to debate this. But iust then I
was notified that I was going to Albania. Guo
FengJian and Song Li-ying stayed at the
meeting. They had to make a self-criticism
over and over again. They had to write it all
out. The cadres said Chen and Song are old,
so there may be some excuse, but Guo Feng-
lian is young - why can't she memorize ?

And they wouldn't let these two go back to
Dazhai. After I left, our two were in the
worst.position. They were the worst at
memorizing - the worst in the county, the
district, and the whole province ! They were
sent to Changxien to study the advanced
experience there. [This place was noted for
the way in which even little children could
rattle off Mao quotes at the drop of a hat.]
And when they came back they had to make
a self-criticism and a plan concerning how
many quotes they would learn each day
thereafter. Tl-rey had to guarantee to memor-
ize quotations according to this plan before
they were allowed to go home. Then they
had to report back every 6ve days on their
progress.

!flhen I came back from Albania, Xiao
Kang, vice-secretary of the county Party
Committee, told me he had already memor-
tzed p quotations. He never even asked me
about Albania. He wanted me to know that
he had improved while I still lagged behind.

The problem here is, once we have a book
of quotations, how should we study it ?

They called their method "studying in a

living way." But in reality it is nothing but
anti-Mao Tsetung Thought. 'Without the
Cultural Revolution to raise these problems,
what would have happened ? Only after the
Cultural Revolution, after the mass move-
ment for the living study of Mao Tsetung
Thought, could this Thought be popular-
ized. Before that study meant memorize, but
memorizers couldn't use it. Now we use, we
apply, what we study. I didn't agree with the
two activists chosen by the regional meeting
in 1966. They didn't agree with us. So here
comes struggle between two kinds of
thinking, two lines. We don't admit that they
study well. 'We want them to start studying
all over again. This is a question of how to
study Mao Tsetung Thought.

Some claim that books are enough to learn
all these things, but not us. We learn mainly
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Young women prepare a rerrace for seeding. (Photo: D. Nol) from practice.
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lVluddyBut Unbowed

by Pat and Roger Howard

'lfhen we went to Hua County with our
third-year English students, we were sent to
live and work with the poorest tearns in the
poorest brigades of the commune. The
peasants have enough to eat and wear and
have begun to save money for radios,
bicycles, and sewing machines. But the
difference between their lives and ours back
at the Foreign Languages Institute in
Guangzhou (Kwangchow) was still startling.'We 

asked one commune leader how the
commune was striving to help the more
backward units. He said the Dapu Brigade
we were working with was poor but not
backward. What he meant was that the
peasants of our brigade have a very high level
of political consciousness, and concentrate
their efforts on producing grain and sugar
cane for the state rather than on more indivi-
dually profitable sideline occupations. Their
poverty is due to a shortage of labor power
and poor soil.

As part of the drive to increase production,
the people of Xin Hua Commune are re-
directing the course of a river that runs
through the Dapu Brigade. rJ7hen the task is
completed it will add 3, acres of fertile, level
rice paddies suitable for mechanized farm-
ing. A large percentage of the brigade's labor
force, joined by a nearby army unit and the
students of our Institute, worked on the
project.

By the time we arrived to join in the labor,
the new river bed had already been dug down
to the water level. As the underground water
seeped into the channel, everything turned to
mud. When it became impossible to shovel

Par ard Rocrn Howano ucnt to study philosophy
in Peking in tg73 and rehrned to China in tg75 to

teach English. They haue .frequcntly urittcn Jttr
People's Friendship, publishcd by the Canada-
China Fricndship Soticty of Saskatchewan.

the thick, heavy mud, everyone began dig- plained if we did not 6ll them completely.
ging it out with their hands. The diggers Some of these women looked almost 5o.
slowly sank into the sticky stuff while they If you just concentrated on your own job,
worked. Others carried basketfuls of mud the task seemed impossible. But if you liitej
and earth on shoulder poles up the two sides your head and watched the hundreds of
of the channel to the banks of the future people around you working, yog could sec
river. The baskets were heavy and it was a the river changing direction right in front of
difficult climb up the steep slopes and yet, to your eyes.
our astonishment, the peasant women Our brigade finished its assigned section
actually ran Dp the paths with their loaded ofthechannelthankstotheadditionoflabor
baskets. 'We were all exhausted in no time. power from our Institute. But did the people
'we were amazed at the peasant women, who then go home to have a good rest and enjoy
seemed not to know the meaning of exhaus- a few days holiday ? Nope. off they went to
tion. 'When we filled their baskets, they com- help the other brigades finish, too. a

The Foolish Old Man Who Removed the Mountains
by Mao Tsetung

There is an ancient Chinese fable called "The Foolish old Man vho Removed the
Mountains." It tells of an old man who lived in northern china long, long ago and was
known as the Foolish Old Man of North Mountain. His house faced south and beyond
his doorway stood the two great peaks Taihang and wangwu, obstructing the way.
He called his sons, and hoe in hand they began to dig up these mountains with great
determination. Another graybeard, known as the wise old Man, saw them and said
derisively, "How silly o{ you to do this ! It is quite impossible for you to dig up these two
huge mountains." The Foolish Old Man replied, "When I die, my sons will carry on;
when they die, there will be my grandsons, and then their sons and grandsons, and so on
to infinity. High as they are, the mountains cannot grow any higher and with every bit
we dig, they will be that much lower. Why can't lye clear them away?,, Having refuted
the wise old Man's wrong view, he went on digging every day, unshaken in his con-
viction. God was moved by this, and he sent down two angels, who carried the moun-
tains away on their backs. Today, two big mountains lie like a dead weight on the
Chinese people. one is imperialism, the other is feudalism. The chinese communist
Party has long made up its mind to dig them up. ve must persevere and work unceas-
ingly, and we, too, will touch God's heart. Our God is none other than the masses of the
Chinese people. If they stand up and dig together with us, why can't these two moun-
tains be cleared away?

From Chairman Mao's concluding speech at the Seuenth National Congress of tbe
Communist Party of 

,China, 
June rr, 1945.
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Our Roses Grow
in China

was an ally from the village of Shanhaiguan,
which was a pocket of Chinese resistance.
The nervous fliers were escorted to the
home of the mayor, and news of their
rescue was radioed to Yan'an (Yenan),
headquarters of Mao's army. Yan'an
radioed back: "'!7e will save these men. It
will take a year but we will get them out
alive."

So the American fliers began a r,5oo-mile
trek from Shanhaiguan to Yan'an, a journey
comparable to climbing up and down the
Rocky Mountains the same distance as from

American fliers receive heroes' badges from Chinese women in Yan'an, winter 1945.
(Photo: courtesy of A. Hinsdell)

A liuing tribwte to a wartime rescue

by Amalia Hinsdell

i.J

'When I sat with my daughter, Dru, and
watched Richard Nixon's televised climb of
the Great '!7all of China, my heart stirred
with the possibility of fulfilling a dream of
my late husband, Oliver Hinsdell.

He had been a B-29 pilot in lWorld War II.
During the winter of 1944, while on his first
bombing mission over Japanese-held Man-
churia, his plane had been raked with flak.
One engine caught fire and spewed black
smoke. The noise from the runaway engine
was horrendous, crew members shouted
confusedly to one another through the
flames and terror. Four men panicked,
bailed out, and were lost. As the plane
rapidly lost altitude over the Bohai (Pohei)
Gulf, Oliver and the remaining six crewmen
held on until land was sighted, then para-
chuted onto the beach. They were safe, but
were 6oo miles behind enemy lines.

Oliver and the crew had landed near the
village of Shanhaiguan, where the Great
\fall of China begins its serpentine journey
v/estward. My husband knew little of
Chinese politics, but had been advised by
his commanding officer to "head for the
hills and look for Communist guerrillas if
you get into trouble," since Mao Tsetung
and his army were fighting the Japanese in
the northern part of China. Heeding the
officer's advice, the men struck off toward
the hills, wandering through marshes until
they encountered a peasant. Fortunately, he

Anrarra Hrwsostt, aforruer e du cation al adnini s tr d-
tor, fiow liues on the West Coast uherc she giues
lectures and seminars on China and Chinese history.

{o/oiir.n

New York City to St. Louis, in the dead of
wlnter.

Both peasants and soldiers walked with
Oliver and the crew. Sometimes only a
single guide led the men from hamlet to
hamlet, along the mountainous route,
through Japandse blockades and patrols.
Once their guide was a rz-year-old boy. At
other times, members of tlie guerrilla forces
escorted them, as did a thousand Eighth
Route'7Gfiy .oidi..r, who marched with
them for miles on one occasion.

The route was circuitous, the terrain

New China y



steep and rugged, the winter raw and bitter.
Although food was scarce, the Chinese
shared what they had and gave the Ameri-
cans clothes and shelter. After the war,
Oliver told me many stories about the
warm relationship that exisred between
soldiers and peasants. Previously, soldiers
looted, destroyed crops, razed houses, raped
women, and abused peasants. But the
Communist soldiers held to an ethic of
respect for the peasants. As they marched,

the Peace Rose to take with us as a living
gift. The Peace Rose had been developed
during !7orld lVar II by a Frenchman,
Fearing that the flower he was so pains-
takingly perfecting would be destroyed by
advancing German troops, he sent bushes
to several different countries for protection.
In each country, it was given a different
name. After the armistice, the rose won
international prizes for its beauty, and was
then uniformly named the Peace Rose.

They looked with curiosity at Dru's levis.
They were amused that she was wearing
Chinese shoes. There was much laughter as

she tried to play the instrument. Good will
bounced back and forth between us. 'We

found the Chinese people have an appealing
sense of humor that is spontaneous and
captivating.

In Shanhaiguan, our host, Fang Dao-ye,
had talked to several people who remem'-
bered watching my husband's mammoth
planp fall and seeing the smoke from the
crash. He told us several stories about the
fliers' experiences. "One of your men fired
at us. But we understood," our host quoted
one villager. I thought again how apt a

symbol the Peace Rose was.
In Peking, we were to present the roses at

a dinner hosted by Chen Mai-yuan, who
had given a simple dinner for Oliver years

ago in a cave house. This year the gourmet
meal (comprised entirely of duck special-
ties) was held in a world-famous restaurant.
Chen Mai-yuan, although ill and in pain,
came to be with us, and we appreciated the
great effort he made to do so. It was as

rare an event for him to meet Americans as

it was for us to be in China.
After the meal I took out an album of

wartime Chinese photographs, sketches of
China which Oliver had made, and two
letters which he had received in China.
Included was the note Mr. Chen had written
a qtrarter a century ago inviting my husband
to dinner. Chen Mai-yuan saw his hand-
writing and his signature on that scrap of
paper, a mere scrap because paper was so

scarce during the war. He was impressed
that it had been saved all that time and
brought all the way from America. He kept
pointing to his name and grinning as we
excitedly talked.

'We brought out the box containing the
roses, pulled away the tape, and opened it.
They were living ! The bushes had sprouted
little green shoots. Pale to be sure, but
healthy. 'We were later told that they wcre
taken to Chairman Mao as an expression of
our gratitude to the people of China.

Once again, the Chinese people had
shared with this American family. They
shared their food and their homes, and
showed us their industries, thbir productive
land, and their healthy, confident children.
Best of all, they gave us their friendship. Ai
the dinners in our honor, many toasts were
made: "May the friendship between Amer-
ica and China grow and blossom like the
Peace Roses !"

I have fulfilled my husband's dream of
returning to China to thank the people who
saved his life. I have my own dream now. I
hope the bridge to China will never again be

closed. Perhaps I will be able to return for
another spring in China, to see the roses

In a dimly lit Yan'an caye,r94t, the American fliers share a dinner with their
Chinese hosts. (Photo: courtesy of A. Hinsdell)

they sang songs like "The Three Main
Rules of Discipline and Eight Points of At-
tention," which admonished: "Don't take a
single needle or thread," "Don't damage
people's crops." This respect won the favor
of the peasants and was a decisive factor in
winning the civil war against Chiang Kai-
shek's armies following the '!(orld !(ar II
armistice.

Despite the difficulties they ericountered,
Oliver and his fellow pilots walked the
r,5oo miles in six months. In a Yan'an cave
house, Mao Tsetung gave a dinner in honor
of the rescued Americans, where they ate
and drank toasts to the victory of the Allies.

Until his death six years ago, Oliver
dreamed of returning to China to thank the
Chinese for all they did for him. When it
became possible for Americans to go ro
China, my daughter and I applied for visas
to visit, to thank the Chinese on his behalf,
and to retrace, in part, the path of his
dramatic rescue. After a year of waiting, the
invitation came: "I have the pleasure to
inform you that the Chinese People's
Association for Friendship with Foreign
Countries would like to invite you and your
daughter to visit China this year."

To symbolize our gratitude to the Chinese
people, we chose two bare-root bushes of

14 Summer 1977

Two of the rosebushes, wrapped and
dormant in a long box, went to China with
Dru and me. On the way, I struggled on and
off planes, awkwardly clutching the bulky
parcel. At each hotel, I managed to refriger-
ate the roses, hoping they would suwive the
long iourney to Peking.

My daughter and I were among the first
Americans to visit China in many years. 'We

crossed the border by walking across thc Lo
'Wu 

Bridge, north of Hongkong. Guangzhou
(Canton) was our 6rst stop and we visited
nine cities in all. On tour, our days were
crammed with activities. 'We saw schools,
from nurseries to universities, including the
picturesque Peking University, visited hos-
pitals, watched three major operations
performed under acupuncture anesthesia,
inspected factories and mills, talked with
people in communes and city apartments.
'We saw the Imperial Palaces, the Temple of
Heaven, and innumerable museums. 

.S7e

went boating with people on their days off,
and were delighted by performances of
children all over China.

In the streets and parks, curious crowds
of hundreds surrounded us. Dru stopped in
a people's market to purchase a musical
instrument that looked like a mandolin, and
in minutes a crowd gathered around us. oblooming.



Divorce Trial
by Nina Shapiro-Perl

What happens when a marriage fails
For eight years friends, co-workers, and
neighbors had tried to help Sun You-chan
and Chen Xi-jie resolve their marriage
difficulties. These people, who intimalely
knew the couple and their problems, were
now assembled at the Peking Middle Court,
on an October day in 1975, to hear Sun
You-chan submit her second request to
dissolve the marriage.

Also on hand was a delegation of ten
Americans, all newly elected members of the
1975 National Steering Committee of the
USCPFA. They had repeatedly asked their
Chinese hosts for a chance to witness some
sort of court proceedings. On this day they
were, at last, ushered into a large, modestly
furnished room to listin to a divorce triai.
What they were to learn was not only how

Nrrqa Snaprno -Pasr tcaches sociology at Quincbaug
Valley and Mohegan connunity collcges ii
Connecticttt-

the Chinese court and community handled
a particular divorce case, but also some-
thing about how the Chinese people feel
about marriage and divorce in general.

The hearing took place at the Iron and
Steel College where Chen Xi-jie was a
teacher. In China the court "comes to the
people" - where they work, where they
live. In other words the judges, rather than
the defendants and the witnesses, do the
traveling. This makes it possible for friends
and neighbors to participate in the hearings
without missing many days' work. The
judges were seated on a low dais, about one
foot above the floor. Lu '!ilen-xiu 

was the
chief judge, and two other judges sat ar his
side, one a woman, Liu Shu-chen. After the
court personnel were introduced and the
court procedures started, Lu Wen-xiu asked
the couple to sit at facing tables before him
and present their cases to the court as
"simply and factually as possible."

Sun, who was requesting the divorce,
rose to speak first. She said she was studying
at the Iron and Steel College when she first
met the instructor who was to become her
husband. They courted briefly, and were
married shortly after her graduation in
1964, when Sun was 24. She recounted that
the marriage began to sour in 1967 after the
birth of ,their child, Chen-chi, now seven
years old. Sun claimed her husband suffered
from Confucian ideas - "he disregarded my
ideas and intelligence and treated me as his
possession." Her suffering from the rela-
tionship interfered with her work at the
Research Institute of Metallurgy and, at
times, led her to walk aimlessly about the
streets with her daughter because she did
not want to go home. Chen was suspicious
and resentful about her time away from
home. The relationship worsened when
both she and Chen alternately fell ill, and
finally Sun moved out.

The divorce hearing. Friends and co-workers of husband (1.)

marriage problems - and will also help rhe couple adjust to

li,* *rh.{

and wi(e (r.) participare at all stages in the process of resolving
being divorced. (Photos: H. Rosen)
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The leaders o( the Revolutionary Com-
mittee at Sun's workplace counseled the
couple in the l.ropes of resolving the marri-
age problems, and Sun returned home to try
again. But late in r97z she again moved out
and filed for a divorce with the Peking
Eastern City Court. Within the year her case
came to trial, but because her husband
contested tl-re divorce, and the court found
too few grounds for separation, the couple
was urged to reconcile. With the help of
friends and co-workers in a neighborhood-
based "conciliation committee" designed to
solve personal problems, the couple tried to
work out their differences, but to no avail.
Now, three years later, Sun stood before the
Peking Middle Court hoping this appeal
trial would dissolve her marriage to Chen.

It should be noted that such lengthy
proceedings are an exception in China.
When both partners agree in their desire for
a divorce, it is granted speedily. One
account records the process lasting only ten
days. Other divorce trials witnessed by
'Westerners suggest that the process is
generally completed within a year's time.
This particular proceeding.had a touch of
irony because it was taking place in the
same college where Sun and Chen had once
fallen "freely in love."

Sun and Chen's freedom to choose each
other is not taken for granted in today's

Equal participation by women in all aspects of production is seeu as a precondition
for eliminating male supremacy. (Photo: N. Woronov)
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Cor.rrtship in New China: boaring on Pcking's Summer Palace Lake. (Photo: M. Bald)
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China. Less than 30 years ago, people were
forced upon each other in arranged mar-
riages based on the prophesies of match-
makers consulting horoscope charts. The
woman's family exchanged the daughter in
marriage for a "bride-price" paid by the
groom's family. For impoverished parents
the bride payments offered an escape from

debt and starvation, while for the daughter
it was the start of a life with a man she
neither knew nor chose.

Marrying a stranger was only the begin-
ning of the miseries that lay ahead of many
young couples in China before Liberation.
Old China's families were full of friction.
'Women were subservient to their fathers,

husbands, and later their sons, and endured
countless humiliations. 

.Wife-beating 
was a

common practice by husbands who, frus-
trated by their own failures to bring their
families out of poverty, shored up their
self-respect by lording it over their wives.

No matter how brutal a marriage became,
women had no legal right to divorce. If a
woman ran away, her family was crushed
by being forced to return the bride-price,
which in most cases had long been spent.
!7hile men had a legal right to divorce, they
seldom exercised it, since they could not
afford to "buy" a second wife, Even rich
men rarely chose divorce, indulging instead
in the all-too-available solution to an
unhappy marriage: concubines and prosti-
tutes.

But thousands of young men and women
registered their revulsion to arranged
marriages - many men fled the home and
sought refuge in the anny; thousands of
girls simply ran away. At one point in the
nineteenth century the governnrent was
forced to create housing for virgins refusing
to enter arranged marriages. This was
known as the "Girls' Revolt." Mao Tsetung
wrote about even more extreme types of
resistance, such as the many young women
who committed suicide en route to the
wedding ceremony. Other women found
refuge in the nunneries established by
Catholic missions.

The patriarchal Chinese family structure
was a central force in keeping the feudal,
and later the capitalist-colonialist, ruling
classes in power. And the breaking of those
shackles was instrumental in the freeing of
the Chinese masses. During the revolution-
aty war, a massive mobilization of women
helped defeat the Japanese and Chinese
Nationalist (Kuomintang) armies. When the
war was over, a new Marriage Law was
enacted by the Communist Party in r95o
which codified many of the rights already
won by the masses in the process of
reslstance.

The Marriage Law guaranteed immediate
personal freedom for both sexes: the right
of men and women to choose their own
partners, free of family interference; the
right of widows to remarry; and the right of
either party to initiate divorce. But this law
would have been mere rhetoric if it wasn't
for the even more basic changes taking place
in Chinese society. The previous subservi-
ence of girls and women had been rooted in
their economic dependence or fathers,
husbands, and sons. After Liberation,
women had the right to own, manage, and
inherit family property. The possession of
property - and the guarantee of employ-
ment for urban women - staved off the
possibility of isolation or starvation if a

women should find herself alone by acci-
dent, circumstance, or choice.

A {our-generation fam.ily outside their home. The r95o Marriage Law helps
to strengthen extended families like this one by ensuring the rights of women
and children. (Photor A. Hinsdell)
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ln ry52-51 a massive effort to bring
awareness of the new rights into every home
was carried out by the 'Women's 

Federa-
tions and the trade unions. This educational
drive opened the eyes of the masses of
people to the pain the old system had
wrought in their personal lives. The frustra-
tion and anger long bottled up in marital
relationships burst into the open as women
grasped that divorce was a concrete choice,
backed up by the assurance of economic
security. Said one peasant woman: "Always
before when we quarreled my husband
said, 'Get out of my house!' Now I can give
it right back to him. I can say, 'Get out of
my house yourself !' '3

A divorce boom took the lid off the pres-
sures that had built up between spouses in a

lifetime of humiliation and frustration. In
r95r alone, before the campaign had swung
into gear, there were 4o9,ooo divorces
officially recorded, a rate almost one-third
as high as in the United States.

But the popularity of divorce lasted only a

brief period in China. The main concern of
the Communist Party and most of the
Chinese people is to encourage strong
marriages, rooteil in a solid bond of love
and mutual support. A good marriage
obviously can give great personal pleasure
to the partners, provide a good home life for
children, and, also, strengthen socialist
society as a whole by allowing people to
concentrate on productive work. Individ-
uals are strongly encouraged by their friends
and co-workers to postpone marriage until
their mid-twenties. '!(hat might seem to
foreigners as undue interference in the
private lives of individuals is seen in China
as an expression of concern for their futures.
'rVomen, in particular, benefit because they
have time to fully establish their productive
and political lives before getting married and
having children, and are more likely to con-
tinue being active outside the house.

To return now to the divorce trial of Sun
and Chen. Their testimony was listened to
not only by the judges, but by co-workers,
friends, and neighbors who had taken a day
off from work to participate in the three-
hour hearing. These witnesses seemed
concerned not only about whether the
divorce itself would'be granted, but about
the welfare of the couple and their child.
They listened intently to all that was said.

After Sun completed her story, the judge

asked Chen to present his case. He rose to
tell the court that he did not want a divorce.
He countered, Sun's accusations with a

modest defense and contradicted her view
that the marriage had been good for only a
short time. Chen criticized himself for bring-
ing the teacher-student relationship into the
marriage and he said he found his marriage
to Sun to be the best when they were both
participating in political activities. As he

From The Marriage Law of the
People's Republic of China

CHAPTER I: GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Anrrcrr r : The feudal marriage system based on arbitrary and

age, child betrothal, interference in
the exaction of money or gifts in

connection with marriages, are prohibited.

CHAPTER Y: DIVORCE

AnrrcrE r 7: Divorce is granted when husband and wife both desire
it. In the event of either the husband or wife alone insisting upon
divorce, it may be granted only when mediation by the district
people's goyernment and the judicial organ has failed to bring
about a reconciliation.

In cases where divorce is desired by both husband and wife, both
pailies should register with the district people's government in
order to obtain divorce certificates. The district PeoPle's Sovern-

withoutdelay....
AntIcrE r 8 : The husband is not allowed to apply for a divorce

when his wife is pregnant, and may apply for divorce only one

year after the birtli of the child. In the case of a woman applying
for divorce, this restriction does not apply.

CHAPTER VI: MAINTENANCE AND EDUCATION
OF CHILDREN AFTER DIVORCE

Anrrcrn 20: The blood ties between
ended by the divorce of the parents.
or mother has the custody of the chil
of both parties.

After divorce, both parents continue to have the duty to suPPort

and educate their children.
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spoke, he kept looking at his wife, who was
busily taking notes. When Judge Lu
directed Chen to state \ilhy he did not want
a divorce, he replied sadly that marriage is a
solemn thing that should not be broken
lightly. He felt that there was a good basis
for his marriage and that for the good of his
daughter the "tragedy of divorce" should be
avoided.

To the Americans witnessing the trial,
Chen was a more appealing person than his
wife, who seemed cold and unstable. It was
Chen and his parents who had taken care of
the daughter during periods of marital
discord, though Sun said she thought
Chen's parents were not educated enough to
properly care for the child. But at least one
American visitor was puzzled about why
Chen was contesting the dissolution of an
obviously unhappy marriage. She passed a
note to the American next to her asking,
"\07hat would your verdict be?" and the
reply was the same as her own: "Give them
the divorce, give the father custody of the
child."

'!7hen Chen finished speaking, Sun rose
angrily to exercise her right to respond.
Crying out that her husband had lied and
rambled on, with great bitterness she
restated points she had made before, until
Judge Lu interrupted her, saying sternly,
"Be frank, stick to the point, for you have
talked too much already."

A number of the couple's friends were
then called on to voice their opinion of the
couple's prospects for reconciliation. Mari-
tal problems are customarily taken up and
resolved through an informal process
initiated by friends and co-workers who
form what is called a "conciliation commit-
tee." At the brigade level in the countryside,
or the street committee level in the cities,
people come together to solve their own
problems. As a law professor at Peking
University told American judge George
Crockett, "!(ie do not rely mainly upon our
courts to solve civil disputes. Instead these
are settled at the grassroots level. , . . The
masses understand that they have a
responsibility to make a social investigation
and solve the problem on the spot."

A member of the conciliation committee
rose to recount how over the years they had
taken up the responsibility of discovering
the source of marital conflict and reconcil-
ing the couple. They had brought Chen to
admit his feelings of superiority to his wife
and Sun struggled tirelessly with Chen to
get him to overcome this tendency. Another
comrade told how Sun's work and study
had been damaged by her preoccupation
with marriage troubles. lil7ith the help of
criticism and self-criticism, Sun examined
her own bourgeois outlook which had led
her to place importance on Chen's "bad
looks" and herown creaturecomforts. (Chen

alleged that Sun coveted a new sofa, while
Sun, an asthmatic, claimed she could not
sleep on a regular bed.)

But most members o{ the conciliation
committee testified that their efforts at
mediation had failed. Their consensus was
that a divorce would relieve the couple of
the burdens and suffering which were mak-
ing them miserable and damaging other
areas of their lives, such as work and study.
The marriage might have been saved if Sun
and Chen had used proletarian ideas of
mutual help and respect and based their
marriage on the strong foundation of poli-
tical dedication to the revolutionary cause.
But now, said one of Sun's co-workers, "the
crack is too big."

Chen then announced that he was finally
resigned to a divorce, since Sun wanted it so
much. But Judge Lu urged the couple to talk
it over again, announcing a ten-minute recess
of the court. S7hen the court returned, Chen
and Sun agreed that "divorce might be the
best thing for the sake of the Revolution."

"Behind that axiom is a real meaning,"
said one American witness to the trial.
"Here were two young people bound up in
an emotional situation that they genuinely
believed was damaging their productive
work."

Now that the court had the consent of
Chen, a divorce was officially granted. A
long period of time was then spent discussing
the custody of the couple's child. Here again,
friends and co-workers participated in the
decision because they, rather than the
judges, were in a position to know what
would be best for the child. Since Chen-chi
had spent much of the last four years of her
parents' separation with her father and his
parents (and perhaps, also, as the Americans
thought, because Chen was the warmer and
more responsible parent), he was given
custody of the child. All of the details of the
custody arrangement were spelled out by the
court to insure there would be no future mis-
understandings. Sun agreed to a child sup-
port payment of six yuan ($3.5o) a month.
Though she originally wanted custody of the
child, she accepted the decision, which in-
cluded her rights to frequent visitation and a
two-week vacation with her daughter.

The details of the division of property
were also carefully worked out. Chen-chi's
clothes and belongings were to remain with
her. Items received from Sun's and Chen's
families would be returned to them. Other
property was divided on the basis of primary
use - Sun being given the radio and sewing
machine, while Chen retained a bicycle and
camera.

After the judge outlined the agreement,
the couple was asked to leave the room while
the judges and conciliation committee dis-
cussed the settlement. One man urged that
education for both parents be continued so

that future problems could be worked out.
It was obvious that these friends and co-
workers would still be involved in helping
the divorced couple keep to their agreement
and adjust to the separation. '$fhile much of
what was said was put in formal, theoretical
terms, the Americans present were impressed
by the feelings of sympathy and understand-
ing that lay beneath the statements.

'Sflhen 
Chen and Sun returned, Judge Lu

announce-d that the Court had agreed that
the judgment of the Lower People's Court be
withdrawn and the divorce, custody, and
property settlement be carried out on the
basis of the couple's mutual consent. Sun
and Chen signed a written statement affirm-
ing the verbal decision.

In China today divorce is the uncommon,
rather than the usual, solution to marital
problems. Though divorce statistics are hard
to come by, from all accounts it appears to
occur rather infrequently. At one commune
with 4,4oo households, 'Western visitors re-
ported that three to five divorces based on
incompatibility had taken place in a five-
year period. Based on records kept in a

neighborhood hospital in Shanghai, one
British observer learned that ot ol the 1,177
women whom the clinic served, six were
Iisted as divorced.

Not only are most marital disputes re-
solved through collective action at the grass-
roots level, but many of the social causes of
divorce have been thoroughly eliminated.
The people of China are assured food, cloth-
ing, jobs, health care, education, and the
right to choose their own mates. And un-
doubtedly the "late marriage" campaign has
sensitized young people to the importance of
careful mate selection. And, too, perhaps the
persistence of feudal ideas tends to discour-
age some men and women from the "radical"
act of divorce. These factors, alone or com-
bined, may account for the low divorce rate
in China.

But a low divorce rate should not suggest
the absence of marital problems. Conflicts
over in-laws, alleged or real infidelities, divi-
sion of household chores, new leadership
roles of women, etc., create stresses between
married couples which sometimes crush the
marriage in spite of the help of a conciliation
comrnittee, and divorce becomes necessary,
as in the case of Sun You-chan and Chen
Xi-jie. However, there are many avenues
open for solving these problems aside from
divorce. The tradition of male dominance,
for instance, described as a "Confucian"
custom, is a subject for continuing discussion
in study groups and among co-workers and
neighbors. The motivation to overcome
problems like male chauvinism is strong
because eradicating them will help the
whole society build a more solid socialism,
as well as allowing individual marriages to
flourish. a
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Friendship Has A History

sion. After four months in the Communist
areas (and a total of z9 years in China),
Service was convinced that massive popular
support made the Communists certain
victors in a postwar showdown with the
Kuomintang. For the U.S. to align itself with
the Kuomintang and channel millions of
dollars of wartime aid exclusively to that
government was to adopt a posture of
hostility toward the Chinese people and

confrontation with their future government.
Regrettably, policy-makers in'l7ashington
rejected Service's advice and embarked on a

road which did indeed insure decades of
U.S.-China confrontation.

The accuracy and perceptiveness of
Service's reporting from China was no
accident. Jack Service, as he is known to
friends, was born in Chengdu, Sichuan
(Szechuan), in r9o9, the son of a YMCA

,'l

I

I

lGe
by Joseph W. Esherick and Mark Selden

In March 1945, Mao Tsetung talked at
length with a young U.S. Foreign Service
officer in Yan'an (Yenan), the Communist
capital during the war against Japan.
"Between the people of China and the
people of the United States," Mao observed,
"there are strong ties of sympathy, under-
standing, and mutual interest. Both are
essentially democratic and individualistic.
Both are by nature peace-loving, non,
aggressive and non-imperialistic" (Lost
Chance in Cbina, pp. 172-77). John Service,
the young officer who recorded those words,
shared Mao's belief in the basis for friend-
ship between the Chinese and American
people. He also saw that the friendship of
the two countries was being sorely tested by
continued U.S. support for the corrupt and
repressive Kuomintang government of
Chiang Kai-shek. Accordingly, he recom-
mended an evenhanded qolicy of neutrality
in China's internal political struggle - a

neutrality which would be expressed in aid
to all parties, including the Communists,
who were actively resisting Japanese aggres-

Josrrn'W, EsunwcxeditedLost Chance in China:
The World War II Despatches ofJohn S. Service
(ry7a) and is co-author orlModern China: The
Making of a New Society from 1839 to the
Present (ry7j). He tcaches Chfuese history at the

Uniucrsity oJ Orcgott in Eugene. Manx Srrorx's
books include The Yenan Way in Revolutionary
Chha (ry7t). He is co-director of the Intctnational
Deuelopnrcnt Program at Washington Uniuersity in
St. Louis.
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At home in Berkeley, Calit., ry7r. (Photos: courtesy of J. Service)
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Service (lower I.) and his family in
Shanghai, a year afrer evacrrxting
Sichuan because of the upheavals of
the rgrr Revoltrtion.

'4.-:?#

'With other members of the Dixie Mission, Service (center) does volunteer work
improving the airstrip in Yan'an. Fig'ure in black, back to camera, is George Hatem
(Ma Hai-de), an American doctor who joined the Chinese revolutionaries at the end
of the Long March in 1936.

I
I

,1

ln Yan'an, September 1944,with Chotr En-lai, Chu Teh, Mao Tsetung, and Yeh Chien-ying.
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New China Bookshop
As a service to our readers we offer the follow-
ing items on some of the subjects covered in
New China.

Mao Tsetung Poems. The first official
English translation in one volume, including
the poems published on New Year's Day 1976.
Foreign Languages Press (Peking), 1976. 53
pp. Silk binding, $2.50, paper, $1.00.

China's Voice in the United Nations by
Susan Warren. 2nd ed. On major aspects of
China's foreign policy, including its positions
on detente and the superpowers, Third World
unity, the Middle East, nuclear arms and dis-
armament, raw materials and development,
energy and food. World Winds Press, 1976.
146 pp. Paper. $1.95.

Portraits of Chinese Women in Revolu-
tion by Agnes Smedley; edited by Jan
MacKinnon and Steve MacKinnon. Sketches
and stories about a variety of women -
peasants, workers, guerrilla fighters, urban
elite - in China of the 1930s. Feminist
Press, 1 976.24O pp. Paper, $3.95.

Let the Whole Party Mobilize for a Vast
Effort to Develop Agriculture and Build
Tachai-type Counties Throughout the
Country by Hua Kuo-feng. A report to the
first National Conference on Learning from
Tachai in Agriculture summing up the con-
ference decisions and mapping out plans for
the future. Foreign Languages Press (Peking),
1975.72 pp. Paper, 35 cents.

lnside a People's Commune by Chu Li and
Tien Chieh-yun. ln-depth reportage of the
growth and struggle of a pioneer people's
commune in China, describing the nature,
organization, and function of these new-type
socialist collectives, and the life and work of
China's rural people. Foreign Languages Press
(Pekins), 1 974. 212 pp. Paper, $1.50.

New Women in New China. Changes in
the political and economic life of Chinese
women since Liberation. Women talk of their
new spirit as workers in the oilfields, factories,
and communes, as electricians, pilots, doctors,
bridge builders. Foreign Languages Press
(Peking), 1 973. 80 pp. Paper, 50 cents.

lnside the Cultural Revolution by Jack
Chen. China's revolutionary struggles from the
1957 "Hundred Flowers Campaign" to the
1967 "January Storm" in Shanghai which
triggered the Cultural Revolution, and the un-
covering of the secret, often violent, May 1 6th
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Movement that culminated in Lin Piao's
attempt on Chairman Mao's life. The author
was a journalist, editor, artist, and translator
for People's Daily and Peking Review at the
time of these events. A classic book. Mac-
millan, 1975. 483 pp. Cloth, $15.95.

Wlren Serfs Stood Up in Tibet by Anna
Louise Strong. Long out-of-print, this import-
ant book describes the events oI 1 959 when
the serf-owners' rebellion was crushed, serf-
dom was abolished, and the Tibetan people

started on the road to fundamental change.
Appendices contain three important resolu-
tions relating to the establishment of Tibet as
an Autonomous Region of China and
"Tibet: From Serfdom to Socialism" from
China Reconsrlucts. lllustrations. Red Sun
Publishers, 1976.329 pp. Paper, $3.95.

Wind in the Tower: Mao Tsetung and the
Chinese Revolution, 1949-1975 by Han
Suyin. A readable, detailed account of major
developments after Liberation, with stress on
Mao's role in keeping China on a socialist
course and drawing out the initiative of the
people. Covers the struggle against Liu Shao-
chi, the Great Leap Forward, the Sino-Soviet
split, the Cultural Revolution, the anti- Lin Piao/
anti- Conf ucius campaign. Little, Brown, 1 976.
404 pp. Cloth, 51 2.95.

Fanshen: Documentary of Revolution in
a Chinese Village by William Hinton. A
vivid account of the land reform at Long Bow
village, the revolutionary upheaval that led to
it, and how the peasants "transformed them-
selves from passive victims of natural and
social forces into active builders of a new
world." Vintage, 1966. 637 pp. Paper, $3.95.

Lost Chance in China: The World War ll
Despatches of John S. Service edited by
Joseph W. Esherick. Service, a State Depart-
ment official in Chungking during World
War ll, visited the Communist base at
Yan'an in 1944, reported on the widespread
popular support for Mao's forces, and urged
the U.S. government to end its aid to the
corrupt Chiang regime. Vintage, 1975. 409
pp. Paper, $3.95.

Please list all items being ordered and
their prices. lnclude your name and com-
plete address with zip code. Add 25
cents for postage and handling for each
item, plus sales tax if you are a New York
resident. Mail your order prepaid to:
New China Bookshop,4l Union Square
West, Room 721 , New York, NY. 10003.

secretary and his wife. Service is quick to
acknowledge the influence of his parents:
"My father really loved China and loved
the Chinese people. He had gone to China
four years before my birth and by the time I
was knowledgeable or aware of these
things, he had been in China quite a long
time, spoke Chinese very well and had, I
think, ar.r unusually close, intimate working
relationsl.rip witl.r the Chinese in the YMCA.
. . . My father always felt that he was
working witb the Chinese and for the
Chinese and for Chinese welfare. I think
this attitude of intimacy and friendship
toward the Chinese was one that I absorbed
from him lairly early."

After high school in Shanghai and Berk-
eley, California, Service went to college at
Oberlin, a school with long China connec-
tions, where, in addition to his academic
work, l-re excelled on the track and cross-
country teams. Then in 1911, Jack Service
took and passed the Foreign Service exams
and returned to China as a clerk in Kun-
ming, Yunnan. (His father, who disliked the
often hard-drinking, chauvinistic, and anti-
Chinese consular officers he had known,
was not particularly pleased with this career
choice.) At first, Service's work was largely
routine clerical business, and'his life then
was "the normal 'treaty-port' foreign
consular of6cer's life." He had become
accustomed to the chaos of modern China.
"I' had grown up with the realities of
opium-smoking, banditry, the disturbances
and corruption of the warlord government
and so on. There had been continual civil
wars in Sichuan all through my childhood."
It was only in t94r, with his arrival in
Chongqing (Chungking), Kuomintang
China's wartime capital, that his political
consciousness began to grow.

One source of this new awareness was a

number of Chinese friends, intellectuals and
newspapermen, "who really began to open
my eyes." It was through them that Service
began to appreciate the moral and political
bankruptcy of the Kuomintang government
and the seething discontent which it bred.
He also learned of the dynamism and appeal
of the Communist movement in North
China.

Service's own travels through Kuomin-
tang China - by truck, by car, and often on
foot - provided a second course of political
awareness. Living and eating in small
Chinese inns, listening to the conversations
of Chinese in streets and markets, and
observing everything that went on about
him, he came to know intimately the
suffering of the Chinese people under an
oppressive regime. He was always hungry
for information on the living conditions of
ordinary Chinese. "Traveling around
China, I always made a habit of looking up
the local missionaries, either Catholics or



Protestants. I would talk to them about
local conditions. I didn't talk politics -
national government, Kuomintang, Com-
munists, this sort of thing - it usually didn't
enter the conversation. All I usually inquired
about was what the local government was
Iike. 'What 

are the local conditions in tax
collection ? What's the local price of a

conscript? How much can a small boy be
bought for or a small girl ? A lot of these
missionaries were astonishingly well in-
formed about this sort of human life in
day-to-day detail because of contacts with
their church members. From this sort of
day-to-day assimilation of minute data
about local conditions, you got a horrifying
picture of conditions in Kuomintang
China."

But a full understanding of the political
situation in a divided wartime China would
only come with Service's two sojourns in
Yan'an in ry44 and ry45.In the summer of
1944, the U.S. government made use of a

visit to China by Vice-President Henry
'Wallace 

to prevail upon Chiang Kai-shek to
allow a military observer mission - known
as the Dixie Mission - to travel to the
Communist capital at Yan'an. Although
Service's friend Edgar Snow had earlier
broken the Kuomintang's information
blockade and told the world about con-
ditions in the Communist areas, the Dixie
Mission brought the first U.S. government
officials to Yan'an. Jack Service accom-
panied that mission as its ranking political
officer. The new China that he found
growing in Yan'an was utterly different
from anything he had known before.

"It was, literally, another world. The
change is very hard to make real - the
difference in atmosphere between Chong-
qing and Yan'an ir ry44. This was ot euery
level, in euery aspect It was just all-
pervasive. The people that we came in
contact with in Chongqing, government
people. intellectuals, were all demoralized.
Inflation was killing them. . . . They were
just waiting for the war to be finished so
they could go home.

"You go to Yan'an. You are not expect-
ing anything like what we saw. '!7e thought
of the Communists as being a relatively
minor force and, Jesus, they were full of
confidence and enthusiasm. They were
going places. There was none of this busi-
ness of sitting and waiting. They had no
idea of going home. They'd been in the
boondocks for years. Simply, there was
overwhelming morale. They knew they
were on the winning track. It was going to
take time, but eventually t-hey were going to
win."

The months Service spent in Yan'an,
observing conditions, collecting data, and
interviewing the leaders of the Chinese
Communist Party, convinced him of two

things. First, with an effective program and
overwhelming popular support, the Com-
munists were clearly the wave of China's
future. "Basically, I was perfectly conEdent

- and some others were too, although not
all of them shared my idea of how short the
period would be - that the Communists
were the strongest and most vital force in
China because they had the interests of the
people at heart and had popular support.
Sooner or later, they would control China.
In fact, I made a bet with a scoffer one day
in Chongqing that it would be 6ve years.
They did it in five years almost precisely!"
Service's reports of the time were equally
frank. In one, after describing the economic,
political, and social reforms which genera-
ted popular support for the Communists'
guerrilla warfare against Japan, he con-
cluded: "lYith this great popular base, tbe
Communists likewise cannot be eliminated.
Kuomintang attempts to do so by force must
mean a complete denial of democracy. This
will strengthen the ties of the Communists
with the people: a Communist victory will
be inevitable" (Lost Chance in China,
p.24il.

Secondly, Service was convinced after his
extensive talks with Mao Tsetung, Chou
En-lai, and the other Communist leaders
that the Chinese Communist Party gen-
uinely desired friendly relations with the
United States. Mao concluded an eight-hour
interview with Service on August zj, r944t
with these words, based on the concrete
situation at that time: "America does not
need fear that we will not be cooperative.
'W'e must cooperate and we must have
American help. This is why it is so import-
ant to us Conrmunists to know what you
Americans are thinking and planning. 'We

cannot risk crossing you - cannot risk any
conflict with you" (Lost Cbance, p. lo7).
Service was equally convinced that the
interests of the United States lay in coopera-
tion and that it should not risk conflict with
Mao and his party.

But Service's advice was not heeded.
More than that; for making an honest
analysis of Chinese conditions and recom-
mending a policy of neutrality in China's
internal affairs, Service along with virtually
the entire corps of Chinese-speaking Foreign
Service of6cers, would be pilloried by Joe
McCarthy and Chiang Kai-shek's "China
lobby" and charged with responsibility for
the "loss of China." He was forced out of
the State Department in December r95r,
Six years Iater the Supreme Court unani-
mously reversed the decision against him
and ordered his reinstatement. But it took
even longer for the accuracy of his reporting
and the soundness of his advice to be
recognized. That time seems finally to have
come. In September r974, for example, then
Senator \ililliam Fulbright welcomed him to
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the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
hearings on detente as "a great prophet who
was not heeded at the proper time."

After retiring from the Foreign Service in
1962, Service moved to Berkeley, California,
where he became an associate of the
University's Center for Chinese Studies.
There, any number of China scholars have
come to know him as one whose quiet and
unassuming manner masks a deep, humane,
and intensely personal knowledge of
modern Chinese politics and society. He has
twice returned to China, tn r97r and r975,
and written and spoken of the tremendous
achievements that the new China has made.
He remains an acive friend of China and is
an Honorary Member of the USCPFA
National Steering Committee. This friend-
ship for China has always had one irreduc-
ible source: honest to the core, Service
reported life in China as he saw it. He saw
the achievements of the Chinese Revolu-
tion, compared them to the poverty and
despair of the old China, and concluded
that the Chinese Communists were a
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popular force which the United States
government would have to acknowledge
and deal with. Though that honest analysis
ultimately proved unacceptable to 'Wash-

ington, it was the basis for a profound
friendship with the Chinese people in the
r94os, as it is in the r97os.

Inhis ryT4testimony before the Fulbright
committee, Service compared present U.S.
policy to the bankrupt policy of the r94os.
"ln 1944-45, in the face of the Chinese
Revolution and the developing conflict
between the Kuomintang and the Commun-
ists, some of us in China suggested that
American national interests, and Chinese
independence, would best be served by
American neutrality in Chinese internal
affairs. . . . Today the United States is the
only major country in the world, and in
fact one of the relatively few countries
which still recognize the regime governing
the small island of Talwan as being 'The
Republic of China'- even though we do not
challenge that 'Taiwan is a part of China."'
'We 

continue to recognize and favor, with

Historic reunion:
Services greeted by
Premier Chou En-lai
in Peking, r97r.

millions of dollars in military aid and sales,
the same Kuomintang government which
the Chinese people so decisively rejected in
the r94os. As a result, he pointed,out, "we
stand alone as the only country bound by
military treaty to prevent any Chinese
action beyond discussion to bring about
that territorial integrity and unity of China
to which in the past we were so long and
deeply committed. . . . The Taiwan issue,
if left long unsettled, will be a time-bomb
ticking away for the future. It will poison
our relations with China and cause complex
and recurrent tensions throughout Asia."

Thus, while welcoming the opening of a

new page in U.S.-China relations since the
Nixon visit of 1972, Service continues to
underline the barriers to extending the
relationship as a result of U.S. policy
toward Taiwan. He remains, nevertheless,
optimistic that these barriers can ultimately
be overcome. The sort of intimate and
friendly relations that were so obviously
possible in the r94os are still an attainable
goal. a



China at the UN

How will the ocean's riches - the gold,
uranium, copper, and manganese deposits
worth billions - be mined ? Vhich people
will harvest the food of the sea ? How will
the ocean's oil be distributed ? 'Which

nations will benefit ? Can the sea's resources
be held in common for all the world's
people ?

Delegations from over r5o member-
states of the United Nations have been
trying to answer these and related questions
in the Third Law of the Sea (LOS) Confer-
ence, which concluded a 6fth session in
September 1976. Once written, the Law of
the Sea will be an international agreement
governing the development of the ocean's
resources, as yet untapped and unexploited.
Crucial issues remain unresolved. Debate
centers upon the rights nations have over
the seas off their shorelines, transit through
straits which lie within the territorial waters
of coastal states, and the powers an inter-
national authority would have to regulate
maritime activities, including exploitation,
research, development, pollution, and shar-
ing resources.

Conflict over these issues is sharp, as

industrialized nations, primarily the U.S.
and the USSR, and developing counrries -
the "Group of 77," as they term themselves

- pursue their radically different interests.
The Soviet Union and the United States,

locked in a global contest for world suprem-
acy, increasingly find themselves short of
key materials. Each has a hungry eye fixed
on what one U.S. law-of-the-sea expert
called the "trillion-dollar opportunity."
Each is intent on ensuring the mobility of its
surface and submarine fleets in order to
control the strategic sea lanes of the world
for military and political ends. \Uith flagrant
"land-grabs" no longer feasible, a "sea-
grab" becomes imperative. The positions of
the two superpowers often coincide; as
New York Times correspondent Paul
Hofmann observed, "The big maritime
powers have global military and economic
interests that result in unconfessed tactical
alliances at the seaJaw conference." How-
ever, it is a collusion that extends only so
far as they need each other to achieve their
immediate common goal of partitioning the
seas to their own advantage.

The "Group of 77" represents a dynamic
new grouping of non-aligned, developing

Third World countries striving to lift
themselves out of abysmal poverty and
skyrocketing debt by fighting to defend their
natural resources, and their economic as

well as political independence. China, as a
developing socialist country belonging to the
Third \ilorld, has from the beginning
opposed the old maritime order and stood
squarely with the other developing countries
for a markedly transformed Law of the Sea

which would accurately reflect new histori-
cal trends and serve the interests of,the
majority of the world's people.

The nature and powers of an internation-
al authority over the deep seabed areas were
the focus of debate in the fifth session. Ling
Ching, chairman of the Chinese delegation,
at the plenary session reiterated China's
support for the "Group of 77's" stand on
utilization of the international seabed areas.
This calls for all activities within the
international seabed areas to be exclusively
directed and carried out by a strong Inter-
national Seabed Authority. Ling Ching
insisted on the principle of equity as the
only way to guarantee that the international
seabed resources become truly the "com-
mon heritage of mankind."

This position rejects those of the U.S. and
the USSR. The U.S. has agreed to the
concept of an International Seabed Author-
ity but holds that a "parallel exploitation
system" should be accepted. Under this
plan, technologically advanced and capital-
rich private corporations could mine and
develop resources jointly with the Inter-
national Seabed Authority. If this position
were accepted, U.S. corporations would
overwhelm others, due to their superior
technology. The USSR, in an essentially
equivalent proposal, wants to place all
signatories of a final sea-law treaty on an
equal footing with the International Seabed
Authority and empower them to exploit the
seabed riches without ratification by the
Authority. Thus, in both plans, developed
industrialized nations would have immedi-
ate advantages over poorer countries.
China's delegates have calmly counseled
resistance to intimidation and pressure
emanating from U.S. threats to unilaterally
authorize private corporations to begin
mining deep seabeds unless the U.S. position
is approved. It has also joined with other
Third I7orld countries-in refuting Soviet

accusations that the Third World nations
were trying to monopolize the international
seabed resources and to obstruct the
progress of the conference.

Significantly, LOS participants have yet
to agree upon a full de6nition of the
"economic zone." As proposed, nations
would have jurisdiction over an oceanic
"econ-omic zone" extending zoo miles from
their land boundaries. Within this zone,
states would have the power to develop or
regulate fishing, mining, research, etc.,
according to their own needs, or through
agreements with their neighbors. The
Chinese delegation pledged full support to
the position of many developing nations on
the exclusiue nature of the zoo-mile
economic zone. The U.S. and the USSR,
atter early adamant opposition to the very
concept, now accept the idea of an
economic zone, but want to attach condi-
tions that would permit them to continue
exploiting these areas. The Soviet delegates
were especially insistent in this regard. In
effect, the superpowers intend to have it
both ways. The Chinese spokesmen pointed
out the logical absurdity of "recognizing"
the sovereign rights and jurisdiction of
coastal states over the economlc zone and,
at the same time, defining the zone as

accessible to other nations as "part of the
high seas."

(Nrw CutNe readers may have noted in
recent months that a number of developing
countries, as well as the U.S., Canada, indi-
vidual'$fest European countries, the Euro-
pean Economic Community (EEC), and the
Soviet Union have each unilaterally declared
zoo-mile economic or fishing zones. The
reasons prompting these outwardly similar
moves are varied and complex. Only some
of them can be briefly sketched here. r) For
a number of years at the LOS conferences
the developing countries have urged the
establishment of exclusiue economic zones
to conserve their offshore resources as part of
their overall effort to achieve a new inter-
national economic order. But their legitimate
demands have met with opposition and ob-
struction, primarily from the Soviet Union
and the United States. Hard-pressed by the
continued plunder of their natural wealth
and infractions against their sovereignty,
their declarations of a zoo-mile zone were
acts of self-preservation. z) The'West Euro-
pean countries, the EEC, and the United
States adopted zoo-mile fishing zones partly
in response to popular demands for protec-
tion against'overfishing in their zones, and
partly as chips to be used in future bargain-
ing sessions of the LOS Conference. 3) On
the other hdnd, the Soviet decree announcing
"provislonal measures for the preservation
of marine resources and regulation of fisher-
ies in seas up to 2oo miles" shrewdly incor-
porates the "international principle" it has
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been trying, tl-rus far unsuccessfully, to im-
pose on the LOS Conference - namely, that if
a coastal state is not able to land roo percent
of the l.rarvestable 6sh or other sea prodttcts
in its zone, it should allow other states to
step in and exploit the unused portion.
'lfhen the next session of tl.re Conference
resumes, Moscow thus has its "decree" to
offer as a model "international principle" in
dealing with the zoo-mile economic zone
and to serve as a weapon in its rivalry with
the U.S. for domination of the world's mari-
time resources.)

The Chinese spokesmen made clear at the
fifth LOS session that the "freedom of
the maritime research," like the "freedom of
the high seas" espoused so vociferously by
the two superpowers, was a key question
relating to the sovereignty and security of
the coastal countries. They strongly sup-
ported the position of the developing
countries that all maritime research within
the territorial waters, the economic zone,
and the continental shelves must be carried
out with the approval and consent of the
coastal countries involved. At the root of
their concern is the determination not to be

deprived of both their offshore resources
and the scientific data bearing on such
resources obtained within dhe zoo-mile
exclusive economic zone. In addition, they
are keenly aware that "research ships,"
whether sailing in or beyond the zoo-mile
zoie, are often used to gather intelligence
rather than further science. The Glomar
incident provides an excellent example of
this form of "research": the Glomar
Explorer, ostensibly a research ship, was

commissioned by the CIA for a covert
operation in the Paci6c. The Chinese dele-
gation maintained that to protect the rights
and interests of the small and medium-sized
countries, the exclusive economic zone

should be explicitly defined as an area under
national jurisdiction. Only then could these
countriesi maritime resources be freed from
the plunder and domination of those with
overwhelming naval strength, advanced
technology, and abundant capital.

In his remarks to the final sessions, Ling
Ching addressed himself to the question
which, above all others, seems to preoccupy
the media in relation to the Law of the Sea

Conference - nameiy, the lack of progress.

The Third'World countries, he said, want
to safeguard their maritime rights and
interests while the superpowers are not
reconciled to the loss of their l.ritherto
unchallenged privileged position to occupy
the seas. The superpowers' desire for mari-
time supremacy, he concluded, is the basic
reason why the conference fails to make due
progress.

The conference will meet again in lr'Iay
1977,it New York.

Susan'Warren
New York, N.Y.
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Hua Kuo-feng chatting with youth in south Liaoning, an earthquake afflicted province
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